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According to police 
report, the Teens Center, in 
the basement of Brentwood 
Community Hall, was 
broken into twice last week 
and more damage was done 
to the outside of the 
building. In the first entry, 
chocolate bars were stolen, 
and, in the second, elec­
trical fittings were van­
dalized.
Physical damage and 
despoliation has proceeded 
to such an extent that the 
Fire Chief, the Police 
Chief, and Parole Officer 
and other steering com­
mittee members have or­
dered the premises closed 
for a month for cleanup 
and repairs. The club is not 
to be disbanded according 
to Central Saanich
police chief Bob Miles, and 
its organizers hope to begin 
again reinforced by parents 
who will take an interest in 
the center and by volunteers 
to assist with programmes 
Aid. Dick Sharpe, 
chairman of the Central 
Saanich parks and 
recreation committee, and a
member of the Teens’ 
Center steering committee, 
says that out of the total 
number who use the center 
as a gathering place, 
probably not more than five 
dds are really 
troublemakers.
The center will be closed 
briefly because of recent 
break-ins, vandalism to 
outside light fixtures and 
some conduit in this 
basement. This is being 
remedied by the Volunteer 
Fire Dept, and the Teen 
Club working together.
Activities in the Center 
will resume when the area 
has been cleaned up to the 
satisfaction of all con­
cerned. Programmes of the 
Teen Club are continuing 
with the capable help of 
Angie Boutin and Butch 
Neilsen, coordinators for 
the Center .
A steering committee has 
been formed of willing 
people who will stand 
behind the Teen Club 
executive to lend en­
couragement and support 
when needed.
Sidney To Hold 
: : Brenkwater
A referendum on' the 
issue of a multi-million 
dollar breakwater and 
habour development for 
Sidney was heralded on 
Monday night at a meeting 
of council.
Aldermen approved the 
terms of a four-part motion 
which said:
That the town should 
become a “proponent” of a 
program to develop a 
harbour at the eastern end 
of Beacon Avenue.
That a steering com­
mittee consisting of two 
members of council, a 
member of the Advisory 
Planning Commission and 
one from the Sidney and 
North Saanich Chamber of 
Commcce, explore the 
feasibility of funding the 
development.
That the findings of the 
committee be presented to 
council for possible 
preparation for a 
referendum for develop­
ment of the project,
And that the town 
ascertain whether or not the 
terms of reference of the 
consultaitts who are 
working on the community 
plan include the study of
the eastern end of the town 
in such areas as tran­
sportation routes, parking 
facilities, and
beautification.
What aldermen will try to 
find out is just how much 
the proposal will cost. 
Figures in early exploration 
have been set all the way 
from $1 million to $7 
million with most estimates 
settling at about the $3 
million mark.
In an open discussion on 
Monday night aldermen 
deliberated the “plan of 
attack” which expre.sscd the 
purpose of the motion 
made by Aid. Jim Lang and 
Ben Ethier.
Among, the questions 
Where was the money 
coming from? Was it 
feasible for Sidn'ey to ‘carry 
the ball?’ ” Should the 
town and its council act as 
primaries in this matter or 
should it act through 
committee?
“The Economic impact 
of a Breakwater at Harbour 
at Sidney B.C.; was the 
title of a draft of a report 
delivered recently to 
members of council and to 
Canada Manpower 
Adjustment Committee by 
consulting
TANK TRUCKS TO CONVOY 
RAW SEWAGE TO SIDNEY
Town Will Investigate Possibility Of Obtaining Court 
Injunction To Halt 'Emergency Bridging Measure*
By PAT MURPHY
Sidney aldermen were shocked on Monday night when they were told 
that a steady procession of trucks carrying human waste from septic 
tanks in the Western Community, North Saanich and Central Saanich, 
would start dumping into the Sidney treatment disposal plant.
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis said that he only learned of the action to be taken 
by the Capital Regional District at 5:30 p.m. on Monday. He thought that 
aldermen should know that the dumping would start on Tuesday mor­
ning.
The action was made necessary, he said, because the regional board 
found that a dumping area “somewhere in the Highlands” was saturated 
and that tank truck drivers refused to cross a picket line set up by en­
vironmentalists at the entrance to the second dumping ground, the 
Hartland Road dump.
A SIDNEY RESIDENT \v\\ost name was not 
available at press time suffered a broken leg 
Saturday afternoon when he attempted to 
cross the Patricia Bay Highway on foot and 
was struck by an oncoming vehicle. The 
accident took place North of Beacon adjacent 
to Henry Avenue. The injured pedestrian
crossed the higHway against traffic and ap­
parently jumped over the concrete median 
into the path of the oncoming vehicle. The 
injured man was taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital by Sidney Volunteer Firemen Dennis 
Bowcott, Doug Loney and Ron Bath. 
(Review photo by Tom Cronk).
empest In A
Victoria
BUILDING engineer,'; Willis Cunliffe
PERMIT and Tail.
TOTAL Speaking of the need for
NYun^r^ I harbom and bteakwatcr
development, the report 
Uuikling permit values of ^aid that of 15 local marinas 
January 1979 were surveyed (Saanich, Victoria 
$526,210, according to a and the Saanich Peninsula) 
sialcmeni released last week o^iy four had no need lo 
from the Towtt of Sidney expand. Many would like lo 
municipal office. Figure for expand but couldn’t 
same monih last year was because of space or cv 
$19,800. nironmenial restraints.
Cost of residential There was a need for at 
constriction in January was (east 850 berths. .100 of 
set at $47.1,010 while them in the Saatiich 
commercial was $5.1,2(X). Peninsula alone, the report 
The value of six single said, 
dwellings for which permits The survey found that in 
were granted, was 1978, 4,000 United States 
.$242,650; three duplexes, vessels cleared Sidney 
$319,160; additions, hm hour and each carried an 
$7,550; two fireplaces, average 3.5 passengers. 
$1,700 and four Morrage revenues, based 
dcmuliliuiis, $1 .l.'iO. 011 1979 rates, were
Commcrci.al permits estimated at $409,000a year 
included three for and the installation would 
renovations, $16,300, three 1 ereaie 150 pcrnuinent iohs 
for signs, $9(X) and one for and 325 during con- 
an addition, $36,(KK). I struction,
UigResi item for which a 1 The findings of the report 
permit was sought was for were capsullzcd in a number 
$109,000 for Pamela of conclusions:
Holdings ltd. for a duplex 1 • There is n shortage of
at 2512 Rothesay. I Contlmitd on Page
There has been no un­
dercover intrigue and no 
conflict in the agreement to 
build the Saanich Peninsula 
water pipeline across the 
agricultural research 
station, The Review was 
told Monday.
Tlic furore which has 
been blown up over the 
matter was described by the 
water board chairman Joe 
Taylor, of Central Saanich, 
as a “tempest in a teapot.”
It’s true that meetings 
were licld and it's irue ihai 
members of the commission 
and Dr. J.M. Molynar, 
researcli station director, 
sal down and worked out 
an agreement but it was all 
.straightforward and pet’ 
mission was received for the 
crossing on January 25.
In a confirmiilory telex 
on h’cbruary I, to Dr. 
Molynar, A. A. Gultard, 
director general westeiu 
region, department of 
agriculture, said: “Advise I 
agree with arrangements for 
water service you have 





confirmed in a telex 
ihc department 
.agriculture on February 5 lo 
Dr. Molynar.
“You are authoriml to 
allow entry of Capital 
Regjonal District to the 
agricultural experimental 
farm for purposes of 
constructing a water line 
aciuss tuim m easement line 
presently granted to B.C, 
Hydro subject to entry into 
a lornml supply and 
casement sigicement tiie 
terms of which will retiuirc 
treasury board and privy
council approval.”
Under the terms of the 
tigrccmcnt the federal 
dcpartmcnl of agriculture 
will pay the CTipital 
R c g i o n a 1 District’s 
wholesale price of 55 cents 
a tluttisand gallons for the 
water it uses plus an ad­
ditional 15 cents a thousand 
in allevi.'tie the payment of 
debt occasioned by the 
waterline. At the moment 
the research station and 
oilier federal institutions in 
North Saanich are paying 
35 cents a ihoiistind gallons 
under an old agreement.
“In the light of the fact 
that the price of water will 
be increased lo the 
depariineni of agriculture 
from 15 to 70 cents and the 
Malion is conceding a right 






All those interested in 
assisting with Sidney Days 
‘79 arc Tisked lo attend a 
meeting on Wednesday. 
I'clutiary 14, at 8 (),m. at 
the l.egion Hall, Mills 
Rorni.
Sidney Days ’79 will be 
held this year on June 30, 
July 1 and 2, and will be 
sponsored by the Sidney 
iind North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce.
Arrangements are being 
made for ruirnclinn*; and 
events and plans for Ihc 
parade and the second 
Anrnial Regatta are tin- 
act way,
liniiy forms will be 
available by the end of 
|•et)lualy. Ihc 1979 parade 
IS ex peeled lo ait tad i(K,) 
entries, The general theme 
will be “Good Tunes *79”,
is a fair price,” said Taylor 
Monday.
The whole question, 
according to Taylor and Dr. 
Molynar, got fouled up 
when it got into the realm 
of politics.
Provincial Secretary 
Hugh Curtis who is also 
Ml.A for this con.stilucncy. 
look a leading role in 




negotiations generally witli 
Gilawii.
I’erhaps, becau.se the 
airport and the Insiiiutc of 
(Jeean Sciences and the 
depart menl of national 
defencTi were involved, 
federal cabinet ministers 
including Raney Danson, 
defence, Otto Lang, 
transport, and various 
deputy-ministers and others 
all got into act.
Charges were hurled that 
the Ottawa decision was 
lieing delayed so that the 
research station and other 
federal installations could 
orcc concessions from the 
water board and the Capital 
Regional Dlsiricl. The term 
blackmail" was used.
The delay between the 
date of consent given by the 
deparinicnl of agriculture, 
January 25, and a telex to 
Curtis from federal 
Transport Minister Otto 
t ang on February 1. was 
held to be particularly 
sinister,
Taylor and Molynar said 
Monday lltcic was iiu 
particular significance to 
tlie variance in dates. An 
agreement wa.s woikcd out 
by Janiiaiy 25 and assent, 






The building committee 
of Central Saanich Council 
reviewed a final report and 
analysis of lire costs of 
conslrncting tlic new police 
station and extension of 
munieipiil office space at its 
meeting on Monday niglit.
A net expenditure, 
subject lo satisfactory 
coniplciion, of $6,523 for 
cxlfiis was anibori/.ed 
bringing total construction 
costs to $.192,242 plus a 
coiisiniction miinagemcm 
fee of $2.S,(M)0 lor a grand 
total of aboni $417,250.
The committee was told 
iliiii average cost of new 
space provided worketl out 
to $27 a sqniire foot.
The tank trucks, 
operated by private com­
panies, collect sewage from 
all over the Western 
Community, Langford, 
Colwood, Metchosin, View 
Royal, which has hundreds 
of septic tanks, and from 
North Saanich and Central 
Saanich.
Sidney, which bears the 
full capital and operational 
cost of the Sidney disposal 
unit - more than $1 million - 
has only about six septic 
tanks. However, the 
regional board, under 
letters patent, has title to 
the sewage disposal unit 
and, in effect, owns it.
Aldermen were outraged 
when the news- was. 
disclosed by Aid. Tregaskis.
Administrator Geoff 
Logan will protest in the 
strongest. terms: by... litmer, 
:Tefephbne«''’to •tJi e; 
regional, dist rict ,ad-:
ministration and, at the 
same time, investigate the 
possiblity of getting a court 
injunction to stop the 
dumping.,
Tregaskis said it was 
proposed to use one of the 
four cells in the disposal 
plant, to treat the sewage 
which means, in effect, 
comminution, or breaking 
up .solids and dumping it 
out to sea.
The regional board move 
was precipitated by the 
action of the provincial 
Pollution Control Board 
which refused lo give the 
region a permit lo allow the 
privately-operated tank 
truck firms lo dump at 
Hartland Road.
It was suggested several 
times, during discussion of 
(he problem which 
Tregaskis dropped into the 
council chamber like a little 
bomb just ns the regular 
council meeting was nl the 
point of adjournment, Ibal 
environmentalists in the 
Sidney area sbduld be 
mobili/.cd. They could 
throw it picket line in front 
ilie cntrace to the sewage
treatment disposal plant 
and bar the entrance of 
tank trucks which would, as 
one alderman said, file 
down Lochside, spreading 
smell and litter.
To be fair, said 
Tregaskis, the regional 
district was doing this as 
“an emergency bridging 
measure” and because it 
had no alternative. The 
Sidney plant was the only 
one in the regional district 
which had the capacity or 
the processing technique to 
handle sewage of this 
nature.
Aldermen were resentful 
of the fact that the regional 
district gave Sidney no 
warnings of its action which
United W. &y":. 
Campaign
was described as 
“arrogant.” They were 
concerned about the fact 
that the local plant could be 
overloaded and, if so, could 
pose a health hazard to the 
community.
And what about the cost, 
asked Mayor Dick Leigh. If 
it was a fact that the 
regional district owned the 
installation it was also a 
fact that Sidney paid the 
bills. Sidney should assess 
the district for a share of 
the capital cost and 
operating expense, he 
suggested.
I In the longer vievy of 
.sewage disposal, Tregaskis 
said, the regional district 
was supposed to be setting , 
up a plant to extract the:
iid from sewage and : 
convert the; solids Mnto ; 
fertilizer.- TJuGThat^ was a, 
couple of years or- more 
away.
Sidney will not be a 
part of the Greater 
Victoria United Way 
campaign in the future.
It will have its own 
identity.
This was decided on 
Monday night at a 
meeting of the Sidney 
group held at the home 
of Ed LeClalr. The 
decision arose out of 
dissatisfaction on the 
part of the local United 
Way group which saw 
the results of its cam­
paign lumped together in 
the general total for the 
whole district.
In riitiirc Sidney and 
North Saanich will have 
their own identity under 
a campaign which will be 
governed locally. The 
drive this year will take 
place, as usual in 
September and October.
A public meeting will 
b held on I'ehniury 17 iri 
which all who would like 
to participate in the 




BURBANK, CALIEOUNIA , . . The Canadian Forces newest aircraft, 
Ihc CP-140 Aurora, made its first public appearance at recent rollout 
ceremonies. The long range patrol aircrafi is the fir.si of 18 ordered by 
Cmiada lo icplatc llic Argus which has bccri in service for over 20 years 
and has olicn been seen flying out of Paiticia Bay AirpoiT, (Canadian 
forces photo).
Saanich school trustees 
approved a 1979 budget of 
$13,369,020 Monday night, 
representing an increase of 7^ 
more than 10 per cent over 
last year’s figure.
But trustees were quick to 
point out that they were 
continuing to hold down 
costs in an inflationary 
situation.
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
said that School District 
No. 63 (Saanich) liad the 
fourth lowest per pupil cost 
in Britisli Columbia.
Said trustee Dr. Gerry 
Kristianson: “Wc arc 
moving in the direction (lint 
we must, but I don’t sec 
what further cuts could be 
made. This is a barcboncs 
budget and wc have done a 
lot of cutting and siasltlng. 
The size of teachers’ salary 
sculcmcnis means less will 
I be spent on direct education 
I in the classroom.”
In a move to bring home 
to area residents tlte fact 
that the board lias no 
control over teachers’ 
salaries ■ whiclt arc 
determined by arbitrators 
under current legislation ■ 
trustees iinanimoiisly ac­
cepted u rccommendtttion 
from tile finance committee 
to limit the total sum 
available for teachers’ 
salaries to u six per cent 
increase over Ihc previous 
year, ,, ''
Thus although tcacitcrs 
will still get an eight per 
cent increase recommended 
by arblti’ntlon, the increase 
of only six per cent in this 
part of thebndget will mean 
a reduction of about 1.V 
leaching staff throughout 
the district. The reducliou 
will be aehleved by attrition 
or through termination of 
non-permanent staff.
The board also approved 
(I monon to establtsh il)c 
pupil-teacher ratio for the 
district at 20 -1 in 
Elementary and Middle 
Schools and 21 - I in 
Secondary schooli.
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CABLE 10
Thursday, Feb. IS
7:00 - PENINSULA RECREATION SCENE. 
7:30 - PENINSULA PIONEERS.
8:00 - CREATIVITY BREEDS CONTENT. 
8:30 REVIEW OF SIDNEY ISLAND 
FUTURE?
Pipeline Furore 
'Tempest in a Teapot’
ITS
Tuesday, Feb. 20
7:00 - CAMOSUN TODAY.
7:30 - CHAMBER FORUM, SIDNEY HARBOUR 
DEVELOPMENT LIVE OPEN LINE.
9:00 - CONDOMINIUM LIVING.
CHECK THE WEATHER SCAN ON TUESDAY 
AND THURSDAY FOR ANY CHANGES OR 
ADDITIONS.
LIBAN PIZZA LTD.





26 OZ. FAMILY SIZE
PEPSI
WITH T'HiPURCHASE OF EVERY 
LARGE
PIZZA
until Feb. 28, 1979
Try our Submorme Sondwkhes 
We carry Cigarettes ^ Beverages
CALL AHEAD FOR PICK-UP 
OR ASK FOR DELIVERY
Continued from Page 1
conditional on various 
other developments, was 
given soon after. The 
discrepancy in dates meant 
nothing.
Molynar said Monday 
that Curtis might bet­
ter have gone through the 
department of agriculture 
rather than the department 
of national defence and, 
subsequently, the depar­
tment of transport and its 
minister Otto Lang, who 
emerged, seemingly, as the 
Ottawa spokesman.
In a fact sheet issued 
Monday by the research 
station, Dr. Molynar said: 
“The Department of 
Transport is not negotiating 
for the Department of 
Agriculture. Agriculture 
Canada’s authorized 
negotiator is Dr. J.M. 
Molynar.”
Mr. Curtis, the fact sheet 
said, did not have any 
communication with the 
department of agriculture, 
either in the western 
regional headquarters or in 
Ottawa.
“October 13th the 
newspaper campaign 
started against the 
negotiating committees of 
the federal government 
presenting a very one-sided 
and biassed view,” the 
sheet continued.
Molynar said that on 
October 24 he called Mr. 
Curtis’ office to explain the 
department of agriculture’s 
stand. He was referred to 
the deputy minister of 
municipal affairs Chris 
Woodward. When he 
offered to explain to 
Woodward the department 
of agriculture’s stand, 
“Woodward advised me 
that he was familiar with 
the situation and that it was 
too late to talk about it 
since Mr. Curtis had 
decided to take the matter 
directly to Mr. B. Danson 
in Ottawa.’v'
On January 25, Molynar 
said in his fact sheet, he sent 
his recommendations to his 
superior Dr. Guitard and 
lad a reply within a half- 
hour agreeing with his 
recommendations regarding 
the water pipeline. On 
February 1 the water 
commission approved the 
agreement and con­
firmation and approval was 
received from Ottawa the 
same day.
Throughout, said 
Molynar who stressed that 
he was speaking only for 
the department of 
agriculture, there have been 
no problems and no delays 
and, particularly, he said, 
no resentments.
He emphasized, as did 
Taylor, that if people felt 
that the research station 
was paying less for water 
than they, the taxpayers, 
would have to eventually 
pay, they should remember 
that the station was a non­
commercial installation 
providing a service for a 
semi-rural community. In 
any event they all were 
federal taxpayers.
“It should also be 
remembered,” said Taylor, 
“that there were federal 
installations in this area 
even before there was a 
North Saanich and the 
federal government owns a 
lot of the facilities and 
equipment which will be 
used for storing and 
carrying water to the people 
of Saanich Peninsula. ”
Taylor added that 
construction would be 
starting that day (Monday) 
on another segment of the 
waterline, the one which 
eventually would go 
through the research 
station.
WHEN29BOYS from the First Tsartlip Scout Troop went 
on weekend campout in Forbidden Plateau area they slept 
in snow shelters and were totally self-sufficient during 
their outing. The group was led by Murray Christian, a 
graduate of the Canadian Airforce winter survival school, 
along with five other adults. Boys ranged in age from 11 to 
14. They spent an entire day skiing. With snowshoes 
borrowed from the army they also went on a cross 
country march in five-foot-deep snow. Mr. Christian told
The Review that only one lad came to him complaining of 
the cold. “1 took him on a little walk,” he said, “then we 
ran all the way back to camp and that was the last I heard 
of him being too cold.” He said that this winter expedition 
had been an annual event since 1971. Among those at­
tending were; (above) Darren Hart; Zachery Yonders; 
David Gold; Gary Pearson; Murray Christian; Kelly 
Wingerter; Mike Dean; Ian Taylor and Stanley Chew. 
(Review photo by Ran Dean).
Complainant Replied 
To By Mayor
Water would be flowing 
in this by early June and, in 
the whole Peninsula, there 
would be water by early 
summer.
SreaMipvatepMeferendum;
Continued from Page 1 
mooring space in the area 
in both permanent and 
transient capacities.
• There is a potential 
demand for up to 600 
transient berths;
• Access to the marine 
parks system by local and 
visiting recreational boaters 
would be greatly, enhanced 
by the project.
• The economic impact 
of transient moorage would 






ENTERTAINAAENT FOR THE LOUNGE
Monday, Feb. 19th ■ 8-11 p.m. Friday & Saturday
Country Entertainment with 8-12 p.m.




funding under the Small 
Craft Harbours program 
would have a poor chance 
of success in spite of the 
project being economically 
viable.
• Prospects for funding 
under the federal-provincial 
TIDSA program look 
hopeful.
•A grant application 
under the Public Recreation 
Facilities Act would be 
appropriate.
•In this special case, 
the benefits of a a harbour 
as an ideally-located 
recreational and customs 
port suggest, even under the 
most conservative 
estimates, a provincial and 
regional approach to 
planning and funding.
• “Wc recommend that 
a harbour for Sidney be 
structured to permit the 
allocation of up to 600 
transient berths thereby 
rellccting its unique fun­
ction as the southern 
gateway to cruising waters 
in the Georgia Strait. The 
local economic and physical 
impact of such a project 
would be great and, with 
appropriate at the regional 
and community levels, a 
harbour at Sidney oottld be 
a benefit to all,”
If it’s true that a soft 
answer turneth away wrath, 
then W.G. Horning, 2307 
Orchard Avenue, Sidney, 
may be appe^ed she will 
get an explanatory letter 
from Mayor Dick Leigh 
dealing with some of his 
complaints.
In a letter to council Mr. 
Horning said that on 
February 2 at 2:30 p.m. he 
turned on the taps in his 
home and was disgusted to 
have a foul, black, muddy 
mixture , ,a^r; into v his
kitchei
,He called; the town 
waterworks and was told 
there was a problem at 
Orchard and Sixth.
“Some of my close 
neighbours called and 
received the same vague 
answer. I will tell you at this 
time that I am not the only 
taxpayer in the area that is 
quite thoroughly disgusted 
with your attempts to run 
this town.”
Horning continued: “I 
have found poor town 
planning, uncontrolled 
vandalism, racing on 
Beacon Avenue and now we 
have foul water. When you 
take a good look at Sidney 
dt' is ■ not' 'such' a' jpleasaht 
place to live after all.”
;Well, said Mayor Dick 
Leigh patiently, the bad 
water occurred when a new
connection was made and 
air got into old galvanized 
pipes and broke loose some 
of the corrosion; vandalism 
seemed to be a product of 
the age and when tires were 
screeched, the screecher’s 
number should be taken 
and reported to police.
Council moved on to 
other busine,ss.
Prime Space for Lease






CONTACT: MONTREAL TRUST [DOUG SCOTT 




Mr. & Mrs. E. Doney, 
2040 White Birch ^ Road, 
Returned; from £a,itwq-week:4 
holiday in Barbados. They' 
reported hotel and meals 
were subject to 10% service 
tax and 8% Government 
^"Tax. ,;
ENTER THE INGLIS TRIP 
TOEUROPECONTEST- 
nopurchaserequired- 
, ju6t come on dowrt to 
ISipD FURNITURE MART
2513 Beacon Ave. Sidiney
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IT’S ALSO ELiamiE 
FOR THE
FEBRUARY 25 DRAW
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. . . pumpkin pie, liambTu:gor0 a.nd apple 
cider, oolobratlona, carnivals and country fairs.
Tliat’s home town stuff, and everybody loves it,
Vi’s Country Cara,van is everywhere throughout 
Victoria in every season of the year.
Wo bi’lng our .music and Mendly 
people lo you.whorovor pooplo galdjor 
for a specialoommu.nlty occasion, ,A.nd 
wo talk about lb... live, on-the-alr...
for Uioati di’lvliig to join you, ov those >l“a-ti-inrr.in «««*« _ _ _ a
llsteninfj at homo, •KTlSOJgy®
If you can’t be there .,. llDton to uo. CJVI Hadlo (Ibland Droddca&ling Co. Ltd.)
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the review
Will Local Firemen Respond To Airport Disaster?
A six-hour gap in 
Ministry of Transport Fire 
protection at the Pat Bay 
airport has left Peninsula 
firefighters in a quandry.
They are not sure what is 
expected of them under a 
loose Peninsula mutal aid 
agreement.
Firefighters at the airport
are refusing to work beyond 
their normal 18-hour shifts 
as of midnight Friday 
because of too much 
overtime.
heron ROOKERY on Sidney Island makes impressive sight at this 
time of the year. ’
---------sasfflEamfSE-.’^—
3RD A NNI VERSA R Y SPECIA L 
— Feb. 15th to 28lh.
ALL SLACKS *1“ SUITS *3“
drapes. . . . . . . . . . . . 25% OFF
(Cleaned & Pressed)
SUEDE CLEANING & INVISIBLE MENDING 
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY IF NEEDED
'^TW©QD CLEAHEHS
Phone: 652-5811 7183 West Saanich Rd., Brentwood.---- iMBmaBaaaagr---
The six hour gap — 
between midnight and 6 
a.m. — leaves a hole in co­
ordination of disaster aid, 
as well as crippling fire 
protection at the airport, 
say two Peninsula fire 
chiefs.
“We don’t know what is 
expected of us,” said 
Sidney Chief Mel Baldwin.
His sentiments were echoed 
by Central Saanich fire 
chief Bruce Elvedahl.
North Saanich fire chief, 
Ron Evans, says his 
department is responsible 
only for fighting building 
and bush fires and that air 
crashes are left entirely to 
the MOT firefighters 
whether or not they are on i 
shift.
Baldwin said problems 
began to surface in fire 
protection after the 
Department of National 
Defense turned over 
responsibility for the 
airport to the Ministry of 
Transport in January, 1976. 
At that time, he said, three 
shifts of firefighters giving 
24-hour protection were cut 
back to two shifts covering 
a total of 18 hours.
Under a “gentlemen’s 
agreement”. Central 
Saanich, Sidney and North 
Saanich fire departments 
help each other with men 
and equipment in the event 
of a large fire. Within the 
terms of the verbal mutual 
aid agreement a building 
fire at the airport
initially covered by North 
Saanich — other peninsula 
departments can be called 
in to help. But first. North 
Saanich firefighters have to 
be called by the MOT fire 
department.
During the six hours after 
midnight there are no MOT 
firemen on duty to place a 
mutual aid call.
“I suppose we might be 
called into action by some 
other MOT official,” said 
Elvedahl, “but we’re really 
in the dark as to what 
would be expected of us. 
We just don’t have the 
equipment or training to 
deal with air crash 
problems. At best any of 
the peninsula fire depar­
tments are backup units 
that can fight building fires, 
leaving the MOT depart­
ment to deal with an air- 
crash.’
Transport Canada’s 
regional office in Van­
couver was scheduled to 
meet with the union Tuesay 





Conquer Cancer Campaign 
will take place at the 
Nanaimo Golf and Country 
Club on Saturday, March 3. 
All Sidney and North 
Saanich Volunteers invited 
to attend. Please contact 
Harvey Currie 656-2701 or 
Joan Beattie 656-1393 by 
Feb. 21st.
ZS\D=D[SD(^
YAMAHA - a name synonomous with quality. A&B Sound and 
Yamaha are pleased to be able to otter you, the reayereot the 
Sidney Review, this exclusive Yamaha Stereo System. V?e%terted ' 
with the CR420 AM/FM Receiver which teatures 50 watt^MSand 
ultra low distortion ot only 0.05 % tor crystal clear reproduction. The 
Yamaha YP B2 Belt Drive - auto shut ott Turntable will gently care, 
tor your records and comes complete with a Shure Cartridge. Pulling 
it all together are the incomparable NS-220 Rock-Monitor Speakers. 
This tine speaker system will give taithtul reproduction at all volume 
levels and with alltypes ot music.
WITH THIS AD ONLY
95
STaNTon
681 EEE PHONO CARTRIDGE
iThis cartridge has won universal 
I recognition for outstanding excellence in _
stereo sound reproduction. Its superb performance 
ability has been hailed around the world by professionals and 
4% audiophiles. The Stanton 681 TRIPLE-E offers improved
J tracking at all frequencies. It achieves perfectly flat frequency 
[lyP V response to beyond 20 kHz.
P7E PHONO CARTRIDGE
uses the exclusive Transversal Suspension 
System which acts to eliminate dynamic shifting of the 
cartridge pivitol point and improve tracking. The result ^ K 
is more accurate, faithful reproduction of all recorded music.
EntatBi JStSu Tma® 2SK •
W0 socrid belton 
Don't settle for something less when 
you can own a Marantz The sur­
prisingly affordable Model 5000 
boasts an incredible number of the 
same features you'll find on higher 
priced docks. Including Dolby*, Bias 
and EQ settings for Standard, Cr02 
and FoCr tape, and .much, much 
more, You simply can't find rnoro 
features or bettor performance for 








WE’VE GOT A LOT OF JBU 
FOR NOT A LOT OF MONEY
.......
fe,*///." ViKsi’",':
JDL's now L40 is one of the 
best 2 way bookshelf 
loudspoakors that you can 
buy, Every sound Is clean, 
clear, accurate, ,, and 
peifoctly defined, Its high 
efficiency moans you only 
need 10 watts RMS por 
channel to drive it and it 
has tremendous power 
handling capability, Stop 
by and hoar JBL's new 
MO It's a Int of loud­
speaker for the money.
i95
ea.
The "T-l" is the most basic: model of 
BIC's 3 new Cassette Docks, ThoT-l's 
performance at 1 7/8 IPS exceeds the 
performance of the finest cassette docks 
on the market In its price class. The 
performance at 3 3/-t IPS makes ob­
solete, any other cassette dock. You can 
hoar the difforonco. The improvement in 
reproduced sound is obvious. You will 
hoar bettor highs, midrange and lows, 
loss noise, clearer, more detailed sound, 
wider dynamic range, and bettor stereo 
imaging.
Model T-l




Series II Loudspeaker System
)
The newest entry in Ultralinoar's full size air- 
suspension series, tha model 175 incorporates 
a.lxick-to basics approach in speaker dnsigri. 
Tight bass response is produced by the 12" 
foam edge low frequency driver. The middle 
and iippor frequoncios are handled by a dV?" 
sealed back midrange transducer and a 2'//' 
edge treated high frequency radiator. No frills, 
value engineering make this one a sound in­
vestment. The simulated walnut grained 
cabinet Is available with a grille selection of grid 
p.»tlern acoustic loam in black or brown and 
double knit fabric in black or brown,
Pages
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Bananas NO. 1 SMALL
Spartan, Red & Golden
Dlicioiis
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W&ter Means Change
The value of building permits applied for at 
Sidney town office in January was $526,000, 
For the same month last year, $19,800.
The difference, at first glance, is staggering 
and, one asks: “What is going on in this 
municipality? There is a reasonable explanation 
other than the fact that that the Saanich 
Peninsula is becoming ever more widely known 
as a desirable place to live.
It lies in the fact that restrictions on building 
and development placed on the area by the 
Sidney Waterworks District in March of 1972, 
were lifted in April of last year.
Almost immediately after that happened 
building construction began to increase and it 
accelerated steadily until the end of 1978 when 
the total was in the neighbourhood of 
$8,000,000.
That surge continued into the first month of 
1979 which accounted for the remarkable in­
crease over the same month in 1978. It all adds 
up to the fact that the potential for residential 
development in Saanich Peninsula, now that an 
assured supply of v/ater is in the offing is very 
big indeed.
Had it not been for restrictions, imposed by a 
limited supply of water, development in the 
Peninsula would have been much more orderly 
than it has been. The great surge of activity from 
mid-1978 was sparked by the steady progress of 
the water pipeline northward along the Pat Bay 
Highway. And there’s little doubt that it wilt 
continue.
It’s been said before here and elsewhere but it 
can bear repetition: The advent of ample 
supplies of water to the Saanich Peninsula will 
rnean great changes and now, before it gains 
more momentum than it has already achieved, 
is the time to make certmiry by means of controls 
: dr whatever, that our! way of life is not 
’?.destr(Jyed;^.v;'v">;''
WEATHER SUMAAARY
Max; Temp. (Feb. 5) 















LONG TERM AVERAGES research STATION
Mean Max. 8.2°C
Record Max. (Feb. 10/63)
Mean Min. 1.5°C
Record Min. (Fob. 5/49) • 8.9°C
Mean Temp. 4.9®C
Precipitation 190.2°C
Max. Temp. (Feb. 5) 
Min. Temp. (Feb. 7) 
Min. on grass (Feb. 7) 
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■ THE TIDE GUIDE ■'
Brought to you through the courtesy of
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(corner Harbour Rd. & Reslhavcn)
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Attend The Church 
Of Your Choice 
This Weekend





We at The Review can take some credit for the 
fact that the Greater Victoria United Way has 
decided to give Sidney back its identity. 
Heretofore we have been lumped with other 
small communities in the tabulation of results. 
A; number of stories in The Review pointed out 
that people in this community were more than a 
little unhappy with this submersion so...next 
year this community will run its own campaign 
aod take credit for the money given to charity.
An interesting discussion was 
held last week in the offices of 
Saanich School District between a 
number of elementary and 
secondary school principals and 
three members of the board of 
trustees.
It was in reaction to a conference which was held 
recently with officials of the provincial ministry of 
education over an administrative handbook for 
elementary and secondary schools recently issued as 
a replacement for a couple of earlier manuals in the 
topic.
Reason for trustee concern is that the new haa- 
dbook, if one can translate the gibberish which seems 
to be the hallmark of almost everything which 
emanates from the provincial departmenti is that a 
numberof major changes not only in administration 
but also in philsophy are heralded if not promoted.
We’ll deal with some of these matters in later 
stories in The Review but what I came away with, on 
leaving the meeting, was a statement by Trustee 
Walter Tangye, a teacher himself, which could be 
regarded as a commentary on the whole system of 
education with its departure, over the past few 
decades, from the rigid (perhaps, too rigid) system of 
vaues and testing and necessity for students to rise to 
certain fixed levels of accomplishment before 
promotion or graduation.
After a discussion of attitudes, methods and 
evaluation techniques and a statement by someone 
that the province had gone through a period when 
there really was no standard of education worth 
speaking about. Trustee Tangye said that what really 
worried him was that students were leaving the
by pat murphy
school system with no real knowledge of their own, 
limitations.
Under a system of education which allows students 
to coast through and out of school on compromise 
and by riding on the general performance stream of 
their colleagues, how can youngsters emerge with a 
clear idea of what they can and can not do?
Some actually leave school with no definitive 
evaluation of what they have learned or an 
exaggerated concept of what they can accomplish.
An appalling thought, if true. One would think 
that the one thing a youngster should carry away 
from school would be an accurate picture of what he 
knows and whaf he doesn’t know. If that isn’t clear 
how can Tie possibly set objectives fouhitnself and 
evaluate his chances of achieving them. If he sets 
forth on life’s journey (as high school graduation 
speakers iis'^ed to say — I wonder what they say 
now?) in the belief that he is equipped to cope with 
life, he’s in for a lot of pain.
At the risk of sounding sententious let it be saief 
that if there’s one thing a graduating student should 
know, it’s that learning is a continuing process. 
Someone should also tell him, although it’s unlikely 
that he will believe it, that it’s also a vastly enjoyable 
and fulfilling thing and that it can be a source of 
happiness all the days of his life.
But he’ll never know this if he doesn’t realize that 
beyond the next book, or course or study or 
graduation day there are limitless possibilities for the 
acquisition of more and more knowledge.
What Mr. Tangye had to say about limitations was 
important.


























11:00 a.m. Worship Service
11:00 a.m. Sunday School
(Baby Fold Provided)









Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office: 652-4311 






Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Office: 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644
Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ at heart 
and you in mind.’’
BETHEL
baptist
Now in New Building 
at 2269 Mills Rd.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
At our T’ebruary Old Age 
Pensioners' Organiation 
general meeting, members 
expressed their concern of 
the fate of Sidney Island in 
serious terms. Wc .arc 
anxious to have this 
beauiiful Island preserved 
for not only ourselves, but 
for future genrations of 
Canadians, and to this end 
wc voted to have a letter
and individuals in Sidney 
and area will all write to our 
government to support us in 
preserving this Island for a 
Provincial Park and Wild 
Life Sanctuary. Don’t let us 
sell our hritage for a mess 
of pottage. Please!
Sincerely, 
Mrs. fkllth Smith 
#3.1014S-3rd Street, 
Sidney, B.C.
What, then, was the 
premier so upset about? 
Could it be that l\c depends 
on MacBlo for a big chunk 
of his campaign funds and 
he knows that Canadian 






Saanich and The Island.
written to our governineni 
from our Island Branches 
asking that it make every 
effort lo acquire Sidney 
Island for a Provincial Park 
anti Wild Life sanctuary.
For many years now, 
people from Sidney have 
picniced and fished off 
Sidney Island, and some 
Itnvc taken visitors from 
other parts of Cnimdu to 
explore the Park area, 
Everyone wc spoke lo were 
very impressed with the 
beauty which surrounded 
them, as well as the 
nininciance of wild life and 
birds to be fotmd there.
It is truly a most pleasant 
place to spend a sumtner 
day if one has a boat or 
fi1cnd.s who c.an take them 
over to what is called “tlic 
spit”.
1 have had the pleasure of 
vi::,iting Ihif. Ir.lnnd many
times with my sons and 
their families who found It 
a delightful spot to roam 
and lish, ending up a iiappy 
day outdoors with a picnic 
•stjppcr before returning 
home.
Wc members of Urancli 
25 OAFO in Sidney hope 
that other organizations
Editor, The Review, Sir;
Why would a free- 
enterprise premier intervene 
to prevent ii B.C. company 
being purchased by one 
based in Eastern Canada 
when he must have known 
Hint his action could, in the 
words of tlic Finalcinl Post, 
“have a very adverse effect 
on 1110 future flow of in­
vestment ntoney into British 
Columbia?”
Tlte winter issue of B.C. 
Economic Development, a 
provincial government 
publication, provides an 
apparent answer. It sings 
the praises of a company 
that operates across Canada 
and in many othw parts of 
the world, but because its 
operatiorual base is in B.C. 
4,500 of its 7,100 employees 
are here and last year $280 
million of its $459 million 
income was spent Itcrc.
A perfect reason why Bill 
Bennett rushed down from 
the inoumain to prevent 
Canadian Pacilic lnve.st- 
mcnis from taking over 
MacMillan Blocdcl? Well, 
not quite. Ihe company 
that has done so well tor 
British Columbia is 
C.mndlan P.acific .Mrlincs,
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The idea of promoting a 
nautical atmosphere in 
Sidney to encourage 
tourism is fine. But 
rcconsiniciing all Beacon 
Ave. storefronts will be 
co.stly,
May I suggest a move as 
a small beginning? Rename 
all streets (except Beacon) 
using salty terms to replace 
the mundane “Isi, 2nd, 3rd 
Street etc. and all others 
downtown.
For instance, 1 offer the 
following seagoing terms ns 
a Sturt: (Ships:) Schooner, 
Brigantine, Barque, Sltip, 
Ketch, Sloop, Button. 
(Sails:) Top Ciallani, Royal, 
Forep.'irt, Mizzcn, Jib, 
Spinaker, Scrnsail, (Fish 
Boats:) Trawler, Troller, 
Draggon, l.ongliiier. 
Crabb(!r. Seiner, Clill 
Nellcr. (And Various:) 
Turks head, Bosun'ji. 
Marlin .Spike, Springline, 
St at board, Forecastle, 
Quarter Deck, Bowes 
Anchor,
For good measure lire 
Mteei m Irom of the 
R.C.M.I*. building: “Ked-
tails”? The Sidney Hotel 
becomes, (pay) “The .lolly 
Roger". Saltclitc Fish Co. 
would be “The Crab Pot"?
Ednle.ss possiblilic.s! You 
could have a contest and 
winners receive a one year 
free subscription to the 
Sidney Review, b) a free 
glass of beer at the hotel he 
renames, )c 5 Dungconess 
(live) crabs offered by my 
fish boat "Cully Sark" 
(and Ihcic's a name I’ll give 
free to Sidney for any street 
north of the airport and 




P.O. Box 329 
Suanicliton, B.C,
Editor,
The Revlesv, Sin 
Open Letter to Mayor 
and Council, North 
Saanich.
haul'' or “rat-o^NInc
Dear Mr. Mayor and 
Council:
Through all the fog of 
criticism rising from the 
press on the decision of 
North Saanich Council to 
reject marina expansion at 
Tscluim Hat hour, one fact 
is diMr; (iemocracy is alive 
and well in Norili Saanich. 
Tlie ‘'powerful little 
gioup" rmsitalcd Bub 
Wright speaks of in the 
Ixb. 7 Review arc in fact 
.simply concerned citizens of 
nil ages and interc.sis and 
locations ( a few even 
outside our borders), who 
did not want Wright’s well” 
known "Mkla.s touch" on 
this vulnerable, wildlife 
habitat,
When we read thi.s 
sophistry and background 
in prc.ss, in politics, in 
development, wc realize 
where the “powerful’’ 
prc.ssurc is. People have 
learned to be wary of 
promises made by 
dcvelopcr-polilicinns, hot 
on a deal with outside 
money compromised. Why 
do you think cities, such as 
Calgary, liavc learned not 
to allow developers to .serve 
on council? That miglif also 
be a good rule for smaller 
comiminiiics sucli as North 
Saanich, with over- 
dcvclopmeni a tltreat witli 
the advance of the Big Pipe, 
and a new Community Pian 
to keep on course to long- 
range goals,
"A bird in the hand is 
worili two in the buslt," We 
have saved the waicifront; 
what meaningful part of tlic 
land area could Itavc been 
preserved by “trade-offs" 
with Wright is donblful. 
Strange how tlu; mimber of 
houses planned seems now 
to he on a sliding scale 
downward as Wrigltl seeks 
sympathy for bis lost deal 
— how would the scale h.ave 
tipped had he won his bid? 
hid?
Boats and marinas arc 
apart of tlie life,style on tlie 
jr.iand, hut as a mcmlwr o' 
council pointed out, North 
Saanidt as already given up 
more ih.'m their fair share 
oi shoreline to mannas, anil 
should not liavc to sacrifice 
the lfi$t untouched 






Referring lo the rurorc at 
the North Saanich Council 
meeting last Monday, 
perhaps your readers would 
like some clarirications.
On ,Ian, 23r(l, I made a 
statement lo the Peninsula 
Water Commission and (he 
Chairman, Mr. .loc Taylor, 
advised me that in liis 
opinion it was received 
sympailielically. It wa,s 
supported by Aid. Dave 
Hill of Central Saanich, 
Bob Tlunnpson, wlio was 
in the audience, phoned 
later and asked for a copy. I 
wrote it out and delivered it 
to liirn at a meeting of the 
Utility Committee. Our 
secretary later asked for a 
copy and reproduced it for 
the interest of tlie Council.
Tlie Water Commission 
met on .Ian 31st and no 
one felt strongly ahoui my 
statement of the previous 
week, although I was 
jokingly told .that "North 
Saanich can afford it 
anyway. They have money 
falling out of every 
pocket."
On Monday, Jan. 29ih, 
the “Review" reporter 
came to my liouse having 
talked to Mr. Thompson 
and lie, the reporter, wished 
to print my ‘.tntement, We 
agreed that lie would type It 
out and put it in as a letter 
to the lUliior ns I was ex- 
piesHing my opimons rather 
than the newspaper’s,
On Monday T'elj. 5ih at 
the council meeting, the 
Mayor erupted. Alter two 
weeks to consider, he 
Cmitimied on Page 5
10364 McDonald Park Rd 






11:00 a.m. Worship 
Service
7:00 p.m. Praise & 
Share
Tuesday
7:30 p.m. - Studies in 
EPHESIANS. 
.PREACHING THE 







7180 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 











7:'.t() p.m. WcdnosLlay 
I’rayer






















Pa.stor Darrell Eddy 
B.A. B.D. 
656-6791
Anglican Church uf Cnnodn
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday Mass 9:00 a.m.
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9:.I()a.m, I he l.oul's 
Slipper
1,1,00 a,111. I•'anlily llilile 









OLD WE.ST SAANICH 
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Jesns said ’ '1 am the
U^lii of the IIV»/ /r/"








3:00 p.m. - Annual 
Meeting followed by 
r e r r e s li m e n l s,
ST. ANDREW’S 
CHURCH 
riiird Street, Sidney 





Followed by rclYesli- 
menis,
2:(Xlp.m. - ‘ rillNKINCi 
DAY SERVICE’ • 
(Iriides & Brownies, 
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has found this, 
else finds it ac- 
After two weeks
of silence, the publicity 
annoys him.
The essence of 
Democracy is Criticism, 
Debate and Compromise. 
Everyone at the Regional 
Board, Staff and Members, 
accept this as part of the 
process. Each and everyone 
of them greet me as a friend 
— why not our Mayor? 1 
served on the Regional 
Board much longer than he 
has. Six years as Deputy 
Chairman and Chairman of
COSTUME 
lEWELLERY
(Round the Corner from The Post Office)
DROP IN A ND BRO WSE
Deep Seated Luxury in a 
KROEHLER SWIVEL ROCKER
starting at 459,00 















i 0% off all GREENWARE 
25% off SELECTED ITEMS
All GLAZES & STAINS
I —SEE OUR IN-STORE SPECIALS— S
JR’S CERAMIC STOP 1
6765 VEYANESS 652-4123 I
9:00 TO 4:30 TUES.-FRI.
10:00 - 3:00 SATURDAY
the Regional Hospital 
Board should give me some 
right to speak.
The Mayor quotes two 
Motions from the Records 
of the Water Commission 
to support his claim of 
“Gross Inaccuracies”: the 
first quoted on the date 
Mar. 29. 77, a Motion of 
the Commission “That the 
Chairman and the Chief 
Engineer be instructed to 
proceed with negotiations 
with the Minister of 
Transport for the eventual 
transfer of title of their 
facilities to the Regional 
District.”
Oddly enough, 1 initiated 
this action by drafting a 
letter to the Minister of 
Transport immediately 
after being elected 
Chairman, being aware of 
the system and our need of. 
the reservoirs. The 
Minister’s reply, dated 
March 25, 1977, asked that 
meetings “be undertaken 
soon so that an early 
decision may be reached.”
I took Mr. Otto Lang’s 
letter to the Commission of 
Mar. 29 and asked for the 
Motion and the Negotiating 
Committee. That was two 
years ago and no decisions 
have been forthcoming. 
What this has to do with 
changes in the Letters 
Patent to allow the C.R.D. 
to sell water lo the Federal 
Government agencies at 
special rates, I cannot 
understand, but this is 
quoted to support the claim 
of “Gross Inaccuracies”.
In consideration of the 
two year negotiating 
period. Minister Hugh 
Curtis sent a sharply 
worded letter by “Telex” to 
Otto Lang on 25. Jan. and 
was advised a few days later 
that permission had been 
given on that same date (25. 
Jan.) Just how often can we 
ask Hugh Curtis to bail us 
out after two years of 
negotiating?
The second Motion 
quoted by Mayor West- 
wood; “That the function 
of the supply of water to the 
Ferries and the Federal 
Government installations 
be the responsibility of the 
Regional .District, and that
the Regional District un­
dertake negotiations with 
the Senior Governments to 
establish a more realistic 
.charge for the supply of 
water.”
Again, as Chairman, I 
initiated this action. The 
Letters Patent provided 
that the Regional District 
must be responsible for 
previous contracts made by 
members such as the 
Central Saanich contract to 
sell water at 35 cents to the 
Airport and its satellites 
and the Deep Cove contract 
to sell to the Ferries at cost.
These contracts, having 
to be honoured by C.R.D. 
under Sec. 4 of the Letters 
Patent, were in conflict 
with the further Letters 
Patent requirement that 
C.R.D. sell only to the three 
Municipalities and the 
Municipalities distribute 
this water within their 
boundaries.
This conflict in the 
Letters Patent was resolved 
by the motion temporarily.
We were at that time 
pumping Elk Lake water 
which cost nothing and 
negoliaing with Greater 
Victoria to purchase clean 
water which was later 
accomplished at a price of 
30 cents per thousand.
The part of the Motion 
“to negotiate a more 
realistic price for water” is 
now two years old, but little 
progress has been made.
This motion was 
necessary two years ago 
under the circumstances set 
forth. Is it the Mayor’s 
contention that this should 
be made permanent? This is 
the only evidence to support 
his statement of “Gross 
Inaccuracies”?
My 23. Jan. statement 
stands without change, 
accepted without challenge 
by every informed person 
involved.
Sidney Council Briefs
A $10,0(X) ramp to allow 
handicapped people easy 
access to Sidney Town Hall 
will be constructed in the 
near future, council decided 
on Monday night.
The ramp will be a 
permanent structure and, 
unlike the original con­
cept of last year which was 
described as “very Spar­
tan,” it will also cost 
double the original estimate 
of $5,000.
“What’s the rush on this 
project? It obviously was 
shunted into the 
background last year,” said 
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis.
True, said Mayor Dick 
Leigh. It has been shunted 
into the background for the 
last 10 years and it’s time 
the matter was taken care 
of.
The Sidney detachment 
RCMP report for January 
showed that 11 businesses 
were left unsecured in that 
month and there were four 
break-ins. Seven residences 
were broken into. There 
were 18 complaints of 
impaired driving and 
53 traffic charges were laid.
application
$12,000 grant will be made" 
to the provincial Recreation 
Facilities Fitness program 
for the construction of a 
multi-purpose playing field 
on Ocean Avenue in Sid­
ney.
Aldermen .said they were 




A presentation was made 
on behalf of John 
Brykowski whose ap­
plication for a business 
licence at his home, 2326 
Malaview, was turned down 
by the town licence in- 
.spector.
Mr. Brykowski wants to 
start a small homecraft 
business making security 
screens for homes and 
business. His application 
was rejected on the grounds 
that the small arc-welder he 
used would raise electrical 
interference contrary to the 
provisions of a city bylaw
Mayor Dick Leigh 
pointed out that the bylaw’s 
prohibitions were basec 
on regulations in the Fire 
Marshall’s Act.
Alderman were sym 
_pathetic lo Mr. Brykowski’ 
appeal for reversion of the 
licence inspector’s ruling
but pointed ut that the 
bylaw was adamant on the 
matter of welding in 
residential areas.
The matter was tabled.
♦ ♦
A letter from the Van­
couver Island Regional 
Library pointed out that the 
budget for 1979 rose from 
$1,489,512 in 1978 to 
$1,495,581. This $6,069 
difference, the letter said, 
was an increase of .41 per 
cent.
Aldermen who have been 
disgruntled over the fact tha 
Sidney’s share of library 
costs has risen this year, 
were non-committal.
The letter was “received
and filed.”
♦ ♦ *
An appeal from the 
Salvation Army for a 
contribution toward 
construction of a 
$3,000,000 men’s social 
centre and the rebuilding of 
the Men’s Harbour Light 
Centre on Yates Street, 
West, was referred to the 
Intermunicipal Committee 
with the comment that 
Sidney would be willing to 
contribute, on a propor- 




2405 BEACON AVE., Sidney
[Upstairs in the Town Square]
PAMPER YOURSELF WTO-^1
A lisa's A dvises:-
Silk Crepe De Chine, should be 
treated like your hair. Hand-wash 
in warm water using a natural 
shampoo. Iron with a cool iron.
Complete care and sewing instructions 
for silk available at Alisa’s along with a 
good selection of Crepe De Chine.
656-5831
My belief that 
Democracy consists of 
Criticism, Debate and 
Compromise and is 








PLEASE SEND ME A





P.O. BOX 2518 \ / SIDNEY B.C.
TELEPHONE FOR DEMONSTRATION
, 656-7251 IMKJNE ............... ....................... ............







Interest calculated monthly, paid quarterly. 
Subject to a minimum monthly balance of $500.
Memberowned, 
member responsive. 
Come in and talk to us. 
You’ll soon see why “service” 
is our middle name.
Six branches to serve you.
Sidney Branch 
2297 Beacon Avenue 




Royal Oak Branch 





3750 Shelbourne Street 
Victoria. B C 
V8P4H4 
Telephone 477-9561
Brentwood Bay Branch 
7103 West Saanich Road 
P O Box31 








Cadboro Bay Branch 




9 to 9 Monday thru-Friday Saturday 9 to 6
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. ^OURTRIENDLY^ _
- SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE Feb. 15 & 16 & 17 LOW COST FOOD STORE
FRESH BONELESS
Pork Butt Roast .li$139
FRESH BONELESS
Pork Steak 39LB.
KRAFT 3 FRUIT 24 OZ.
Marmalade 19
IRISH SPRING PERSONAL SIZE 
14BARS1






EGG NOODLE & CHEESE 175 G.
Kraft Dinner 2/69























KLEENEX 200 2 PLY BOX
Facial Tissue
























KRAI r MIRACLE WHIP 1 LITRE ^
Salad Dressing
KRAFI' 500 ML




french MAID 180 OZ.
Bleach







HONEY DEW FROZEN 12 OZ.
Juice
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Travelodge Hockey Team Vies For Top Place With Sidney Freight
HOCKEY ISN^T ALWAYS a fun sport, a 
fact which Bruce McKay of the Travelodge 
team became painfully aware during a recent 
game against Sidney Freight. He received a
heavy check during fast paced action and was 
slammed against the boards. (Review photo 
by Tom Cronk.)
Saanichton Plaza 
7855 E. Saanich Road 
SPECIALIZING IN 
INDOOR FLOWERING PLANTS
SEE OUR SELECTION OF 
GROW-LIGHTS
As the 1978/79 season 
winds down some in­
teresting predictions are 
coming close to reality.
Sidney Freight which 
anyone would have picked 
as a run away for first place 
as they romped to 20 wins 
while only being tagged for 
two losses, have, as of late, 
been playing like pee-wee 
pups with the exception of 
one or two players who 
have; never quit.
Travelodge, on the other 
hand, started the year with 
only four wins and 12 
games but continued to 
improve till now.
With only three games 
left, they have a chance to 
tie Sidney Freight for top 
honors. Bob Whyte still 
could surprise a few teams 
in the play-offs as they have 
in the past few weeks. It 
was nice to see Sidney 







JFeb;17&18 10a.m. Till Darkl
on the bench after 
sidelined with 
ligaments.
Feb. 5 - Travelodge - 4 — 
Sidney Freight- 3
Sidney Freight jumped to 
a early 2-0 lead by Terry 
Short and Rob Smith in the 
first period. Travelodge got 
the only goal in the second 
from the stick of Dave 
LaPage who played an 
excellent game for the 
Golden Bear’s.
In the third Randy Epp 
scored to tie the game, but 
Freight’s Dave Sparling 
iscored to give Freight the 
lead once again. ; Freight 
played a good third period 
as they outshot Travelodge 
14-9 but Mike Earl could
only be beaten for one goal 
in the third.
As Mike was a standout 
Randy Smith coming back 
off a recent injury looked 
shaky in the third as he was 
beaten for three of nine 
shots, two goals coming late
in the third by Mike Miller 
and Dave LaPage getting 
his second for the win.
Feb, 6 - Shoreline - 6 — 
Sidney Hotel - 3
Mike Nunn and Rick 
Eden both scored twice as 
they doubled Sidney Hotel. 
Chris Cheadle was a 
welcome addition to the 
Hotel bench but won’t be in 
top form for a while. He 
still set up a goal by Don 
Sparling for Hotel. Derek 
Allan played a strong game 
picking the top corner for 
his goal while setting up 
two others. Ken Nobury 
also scored for Shoreline. 
The game was played well 
by both teams with only 
four minor penalties called.
Feb. 7 - Bob Whyte - 7 — 
Sidney Freight - 5
Bob Whyte dominated 
the score sheet in a hotly 
protested game with
eharges of inconsistent 
officiating laid against
refcree-in-charge A1 Felton. 
As A1 has been a con­
troversial figure all year we 
are expecting a very vocal 
grievance meeting. The
once powerful Sidney 
Freight Flyer’s have been 
lowered to trying to win a 
game over a rule instead of 
winning on the ice regar­
dless of how a goal is called.
The effort for Bob Whyte 
was all out as goals were 
scored by seven different 
players - Dale Tweedhope, 
Bob Bower, Ken Bath, Kirn 
Krarup, Dave Pumple, 
Reed Pumple and Doug 
Miller.
Player’s who stood out 
for Sidney Freight, were 
Rob Smith and Jim 
Humphries. Both showed a 
lot of drive and each picked 
up two gbals and two 
assists. Both of Jim’s goals 
were scored while freight 
was killing penalties, Rob 
also scored a shorthand
goal getting the puck from 
Jim. Terry Short scored the 
other goal for Sidney in the 
losing cau.se.
Feb. 8 - Travelodge - 8 — 
Sidney Hotel - 3
Travelodge jumped to a 
four to nothing lead as 
Hotel lacked a strong 
offence. Travelodge, on the 
other hand, was Hying with 
Ken Poskitl and Dave
LaPage both getting ha^^nvisi, 
tricks. Other goals scored 
for Travelodge were Johiljyjond 
Hasuik and Dave Christie, j finaiit 
Dave Russell also played 
well picking up three assist^ 
for his night’s work. Hote^jyjow’ 
played a good clean game.![yjarti 
Goalscorers for Hotel, all in p^tne 
the third period, were Roi^ gve 






Shoreline . . . , 















































rOP GOAL SCORER AS OF: 
February 10th, 1979
PLAYER GOALS ASSISIS
Rob Smith Sid. F...................  35   35 . ..
Chris Cheadle Sid. 11............. 35   33 .. .
Rick Eden Shoreline..............28 30 . ..
Kerr Lewis Sid. F...........
.'\lvin Miller Sid. F.........
Don Gowan Shoreline . . 
.Avie Stubbington Sid. F.
Ken Poskitl TvL............
Ken Norbury Shoreline . 
Derek Allan Shoreline . .
Rick Tarrant Sid. Fl.......
Ron Tyler Sid. H...........
Dave Lapage TvL..........
Jim Humphries Sid. F.. .




































































Two Drawer WIGHT TABLES,
at fSLAWD FORWITURE MART
. PENINSULA SOCCER 
CLUB'
Sunday Feb.Tl, 1979 
Div. IB; Bay’s United





Div. 5D: Jde Fuca 
Sooke Forest Products 0 
Div. 6 A: Peninsula
Dolphins , .................... 7
Div. 8 Soutli: Gordon 
Head Stockers ..0 
Div. 8 West: Bays 
Utd. Newport Meats . .7 
Div. 9 West: .1 de F 
Norton Masonry
Juan de Fuca V.I.
Molding.......................4
Peninsula Thimderbirds





Lansdowiie E.O. Colls 0
Peninsula Eagles .2
2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
Peninsula Warriors .. .0
Peninsula L,copards
Thimderbirds continued 
their winning soccer streak 
on Saturday with tlicir 
fourth consecutive victory - 
two by shut-outs.
I’laycd in a steady 
downpour under slippery 
ick! v,oadilions, Tlum- 
derhirds defoatcil .luan de 
Fueti I'orest Products three 
:o zero.
T'-Birds were called upon 
o play the entire game 
witiumt siibsliliiiions and 
witli only a 10-man roster. 
Andrew McKay plticed a 
well" posit ioneil htill bet­
ween tlte goalposts in the 
first iuilf to give tlte Birds 
an advantage,
.Uiekson made the seote 
0 and Golden rounded off 
tlie seoring with (he point 
rio. Aliliough (hey won 
handily, the T-Birds did not 
display the crispness so
showTrojans failed to 
enough class to handle Bays 
UTI!> Rowdies who won 3- 
1. ,
Bays capitalized on tlic 
playing conditions and took 
a 2-0 lead into ilie second 
iialf. Frojans got one hack 
on Barry Coates’ penally 
bill shortly iliereafter he 
was injured and ilic drive 
went out of tlic Trojan 
attack.
Iavo fnrilier injuries left, 
Ilie Trojans sagging and, 
near the end of play, the 
Bays completed scoring oii 
a 'simple mix-iip at Ihe 
nioutli of the Trojans' 
goalmiiuili. ,
Consideriitg the con 
ditions both teams played 
well and goaltendcrs; were 
worthy of special ; com- 
rncndaiion.
ARE YOU THINKING OF 
REMODELLING YOUR 
KITCHEN OR BATHROOM 
OR PLANNING AN ADDITION?
Butler Brothers are now offering 
a complete renovation service for 
kitchens and bathrooms:
•OONSDLTATION ON DESIGN 
•DRAFTING FACILITIES 




For Information or an estimate call us at 
652-1121 and ask for Wayne Peters 
or Bob Close.
characieriei of their gitme.
Peninsula Dolphins h.iHl 
their first win of the season 
with goalie Michael 
Fllierington crcdiietl witli a 
7-0 shut-out over lan- 
silowiie livening Gplirnisi 
(.'oils.
With Don Wallace 
ending his icam-maies, Die 
forward line playetl the best 
game of tlic season, At 
centre halfback Michael 
Berotria was strong and 
Tom ,Iohnson was liis usual 
.slciiily self at fullback 
carrying ouva of the :,c;'orul 
half and moving the Irall 
steadily up the tigln sitle to 
the forwiirds, :
' Don Vrallace seoted once 
goals and Paul tinli was 
credited with two,
THE BEACON
NEXT TO SAFEWAY PARKING LOT - Phone 656-5421
FRESH POULTRY - EGGS - FISH




Fri. Sat Only Lb,
FROZEN
FRESH
Grade 'A'Tf¥CrS lb. 79
- Lb39
Crabmeat v? ld J 
Oysters 1 Pint Each ^3'
FROZEN
SmelH
Fresh Eggs Grade 'A' LatKo
Pliiynig m tire pouring, 
liiin on a greasy pitch tm 
Sunday In Hentlerson Park.
Prices In Bffact As Long 
As Quanffty Lasts
979! Wednesday, February 14, 1979 THEREVIEW
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pvlonday night with a ring of 
I finality that construction of 
^y^^jany type of store be 
ssist^ ^(igaiiowed on Mr. Sam 
Mow’s property on 
ame,| Martindale Road off 
Patricia Bay Highway.
^oiij Ever since the highways 
department expropriated 
Mow’s Market nearly 10 
years ago to widen the high­
way, Mr. Mow has been 
. j fighting back to re-establish 
his family business.
His first battle was over 
the compensation proferred 
for the lo.ss of the property,
1 but by October, 1972 Mr. 
'^iMow won a substantial
.41 
• 35;
judgement through the 
court of appeals.
His next campaign was to 
win permission from the 
highways department and, 
latterly, the agricultural 
land commission to re­
locate the market on family 
property on Martindale 
Road close to the highway.
In this endeavour, Mr. 
Mow gained sympathetic 
support of former councils 
on the grounds that he be 
permitted to continue the 
business he had founded 
years previously to sell farm 
produce but had been 
displaced by highway 
reconstruction.
His first plans for a new 




Fifty ladies bowled off in 
the past week for the title of 
“Queen of the Lanes’’. Our 
1979 Queen is Gayle Budd 
of the Thursday Com­
mercial League who rolled 
225 pins over her 181 
average (768) including a 
304.
The two Princesses are 
Joy Scott and Jean Tallow, 
of the Ladies Mermaids, 
Joy rolled 118 pins over her 
174 average and Jean 106 
pins over her 162 average.
Congratulations ladies 
and many thanks to all who 





Credit Union - W. Jones, 
262, Colleen Riddell 261.
Tue. Commercial - B. 
Mikkelsen, 698 (310), S. 
Salisbury - 684 (338), Bessie 
Roberts, 638 (236).
Wed. Legion - Vi Smith, 
292.
Thur. Commercial - Gus 
Cormier, 774 (272), E. 
Ostachowicz, 664 (247),
Marg. Lovjoy, 691 (259), 
Linda Wood, 682 (259), 
Maria Ostachowicz, 281.
Mermaids - Linda Wood, 
674 (281).
Golden Ager’s - Ed 
Madsen, 625 (210), Ken 
Aberdeen, 264.
Central Saanich council 
about two years ago.
By this time a community 
plan had been formulated 
and approval of Mr. Mow’s 
plans entailed rezoning a 
parcel of his farm to 
commercial use. Council 
had reservations about the 
size or scale of his proposals 
and also about the dangers 
of access to the market 
from the highway. Another 
application for a similar 
enterprise in a different 
section of the municipality 
was also received and 
rejected.
Mr. Mow’s application 
was akso rejected in the late 
fall of 1977. He appealed 
for re-consideration and by 
last summer he had backed 
up his appeal with a 65- 
signature petition from 
residents favouring the 
location of a farm market 
and convenience store in 
that area. He was invited by 
council to submit a sealed 
down proposal and a 
dispute over siting the
market was resolved.
A new proposal was 
submitted to the sub­
division and zoning 
committee on Monday 
night. It called for rezoning 
17,825 square feet of 
property ver.sus the original 
35,000 square feet and the 
market was to be 2,520 
square feet with a 1,765 
square foot apartment 
above it.
Aid. Dick Sharpe told the 
committee he had thought 
the whole proposal over 
during the last several 
months and had come to 
the conclusion he couldn’t 
support any type of store 
being allowed for six 
reasons;
* The traffic htuards as 
stated in a police report are 
too high - “this turn-off is a 
deadly thing."
* The proposal con­
travenes the community 
plan and is blatant example 
of spot zoning.
* There is commercial 
space available in the
Keating Shopping Centre 
about one mile away and 
other commercial sites are 
available reasonably close 
by.
•Similar proposals 
have been turned down.
• Other stores are 
available in the Saanichton 
area and elsewhere.
• Mr. Mow can establish 
a roadside stand to sell farm 
produce without rezoning.
Aid. Sharpe was sup­
ported by Mayor Jean 
Butler by a seventh and 
probably clinching reason 
that Mr. Mow no longer 
farms his own land.
Aid. Earle Tabor ob- 
.served that the committee 
had reversed itself again 
having given original 
support for withdrawing a 
parcel from the agricultural 
land reserve.
‘‘Conditions h a v e 
changed’’, Aid. Tabor 
agreed, ‘but perhpas this 
motion is unfair now that 
we have gone so far."
Aid. Tabor wondered
whether any legal com­
mitment had been given 
but was assured there was 
no legal obligation to 
approve.





Chapter No. 980 has as its 
bc-st loser for the month of 
January Judy Wuolle, a 
member recently tran­
sferred front Prince 
George. Best weekly losers 
were Lyla Walker, Merle 
Young, Sonya .Atkinson, 
Shirley Ross and Clare 
Deigcl. Ellen Cornwell was 
congratulated on reaching 
her seventh anniversary as 
KOPTS member, and 
Linda Snelling her second. 
Attendance charms were 
given to Ellen Cornwell, 
Shirley Ross, Linda 
Snelling, Jean Lodge, 
Molly Essery and Lorna 
Lee. Members are planning 
a Dutch Auction Feb 19.
community plan has 
provided commercial areas 
and that built-up space is 
available.
The motion to disallow 
any type of store carried 
with Aid. Frank Waring 
opposed.
GUEST OF HONOUR
Miss Patti Christensen, 
whose marriage lo Mr. 
Tony Long took place on 
Saturday, 1-ebruary 10th, 
was guest of honour at a 
miscellaneous shower given 
by her aunt, Mrs. Jerry 
Litllewood of 195 Durrance 
Road on Sunday, February 
4th. Special gue.sts were her 
two grandmothers, Mrs.
G.H. Higgs and Mrs. K. 
Christensen, and the
b r i d g e g r o o m ’ s g r a n tl ■ 
mother, Mrs. Ada Wilsois, 
who all received bctiutiln! 
corsages. Patti was also
presented with a coisage. A 
cousin of the bride. Miss 
■ Betty Higgs, presided at the 
tea table.
Sportsmen Surveyed For Wildlife Management Programs
mssssssB^amssma^ ^toBSSSBES
Used TOSHIBA 
20" COLOR TELEVISION, 
guaranteed, 
only *295.00
at ISLAND FURNITURE MART
656-3724
A large number of British the province. on their hunting activities in
Columbia hunters have Tho.se hunters contacted 1978.
recently been mailed a are requested to assist the Don Robinson, Acting
questionnaire from the Fi.sh Branch in its wildlife Director of the Fish and
and Wildlife Branch of the management programs, by Wildlife Branch, said the
Ministry of Environment, completing and returning returned information will
in a continuing program to the cards as soon as provide vital management
monitor hunting activity in possible, with information data for the wildlife
#DA¥S SPENT # HARVESTED BY
SPECIES # B.C. HUNTERS HUNTING B.C. HUNTERS
deer 72,500 420,000 23,600
moose 41,000 271,000 12,800
elk 6,770 55,000 1,280
caribou 1,600 10,000 390
mountain sheep 1,080 9,000 250
mountain goat 1,520 5,500 420
grizzly bear 780 6,000 165
black bear 8,500 36,000 3,450
cougar 270 2,000 120
management section to 
enable them to carry out 
effective wildlife programs 
throughout the province.
A similar questionnaire, 
which was distributed in 
1977, produced the 
following information:
THE COST IS THE SAME TO YOU
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local ICBC Agent listed below.
For Friendly, Efficient Service and Advice, 
let Donald and Tom Sparling look 
after your Autoplan renewal.
OPEN SATURDAYS 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Sparling Real Estate Ltd.
2489 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.
Tel. 656-5511
SERVING SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH SINCE 1925.
FIGURES 








9810 Fourth St, Sidney
I?
Steel Mig Welding 





Friday, Feb. 16 to Thursday, 22
POACHED BIACK ALASKA COD 
CHEF'S SOUP OF THE DAY 
WADDLING DOG SALAD 
1 YOUR CHOICE OF DRESSING 1 
FILET MAONON GARNI 
WITH MUSHROOMS, GRIUED TOMATOES 
RAKED STUFFED POTATO 
FRESH VEGETABLES 
ICE CREAM PUFFS 




The Waddling Dog Has Something For Fverynne
m ................................. . • .......................... •
^FtJie Food billing ^J^gom
SFRVING SUPI'RB BRITISH CLirSINli 
Open Seven Days A Wa'k 
KFSFUVATIONS RECOMMENDED




ilRHISlI PIANO A DANCING ,
I VEUV I KIDAY SATURDAY EVENING
family BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
con El: SHOP 
OPl-N 9 ro 9 DAII Y
AMl im AN t'Xl’RliWt * MAS inu llAR'll!
PAruKiAn/VYincanvAV 
Ml . NI AVION ( KOSSUOAD 





For those of you who 
encountered conflict 
between the NHL-Russia 
Hockey Game or the 
Peninsula Recreation Scene 
last Thursday, Mike 
Stanlake from Gable 10 has 
decided to run the “Scene’’ 
program again this 
Thursday, February 15 at 7 
p.m.
This is the first of a series 
of monthly TV programs 
about the Recreation 
Department, its programs, 
and the participants. This 
one will focus on ‘The 
Internation Year of the 
Child’, and particularly, 
recreational pre-school 
programs.
GOOD NEWS!! The 
Panorama Puzzler is back 
this week. Solve the; “Find 
a Word” puzzle submitted 
by our own Janet Konratb, 
write your name and ad- 
drc.ss in Ihc appropriate 
slot, and bring it in to the 
Centre as a free pass lo 
swim or skate. This puzzler 
is good from Valentine’s 
Day, February 14 through 
lo March 14,































































In co-operation with the 
Sidney l.ions Club and hard 
workers like Howard 
Rossilcr the Panorama 
Fool announces the 2nd 
Annual. SAFETY 
AF'l-OAT Kl you to be 
held on Sunday, February 
25, from noon lo 3 p.m. 
This is an opportunity to 
bring your lifejackets, 
floater coals or mask and 
snorkel to the pool tmd 
participate in an afternoon 
of waier safely sports, We 
will httvc RESUSCl-ANN 
on hand lo teach you abotil 
rescue and artificial 
rcsptralion.
In prcpaiTition for Ihe 
outdoor advenlurcs this 
spring and suimner, the 
Lions svill have a tlispliiy 
and deinonsiratinn area 
npslJiirs with emphasis on 
all the water and boating 
safety themes,
Down in the pool, we’ll 
he focussing on canoe and 
hoitting sttfeiy, and testing 
lloaicr cojils and 
lifeiiickcls, There’s not 
charge fin admission 
between noon and 3 p.m.
Wayne Con Ison , of 
Saanichton Elcineniaiy 
School, is organizing the 
Satmich Elementary School 
Swim Meet on Tuesday,
1 ebiuaiy 1.3 fiuni 2 tL> 5 
p.in,' at Pnoorma Pool.
'Ihe Students have been 
wot king hard lo itain lor 
iiiioihci ati'ioii I'l.ivkcd 
school meet. We’ll have a 
viewing area for suppoilets. 
Scliool swim clubs Imvc 
been very active this year, 
and great improvements 
have been made in our 
aquatic skilllevelK.
During the lesson break, 
Panorama has after-school
swimming, Wednesday, 
February 14th and Friday, 
February 16th from 3;30To 
5:30 p.m.
- Monday to Saturday 
10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.





Across from Sidney Hotel
mOREM
^
THURS;, FRIv 8:30 - 9:001











TOP ROUND STEAKS LB.
$259
i59



















139 1 TOMATOES LB.
CLAREMONT POULTRY
GRADE "A" LARGE EGGS DOZ.
FLEISCHMANN Limit 4 pk.
CORN OIL MARGARINE 2 LB.
$1 77
HIGHLINER FROZEN
BOSTON BLUE 16 oz.
FISH FILLET PK.
14 OZ. ;










HEINZ 10 OZ, a
VEG. SOUP *1 tins
9 LIVES a










HOT CHOCOLATE 23 0Z. £
ARMOUR 12 oz.
CORNED BEEF .99*:


















t JAVEX 128 OZ,
BIFACH 99*
BLUE BONNET 3 LB.
M.l.B. 10 OZ, lAR
69
69
NATURE VALLEY GRANOLA BARS m 99'
Wi
HARVEST COOKING OR
SALAD OIL 3 LITRE 
KAOANA BY NABOB 
GREEN LABEL lOO’s
TEABAGS















North Saanich Against 
Extension Of Deep Cove Marina
Now you can 
have the
STICKPINS
You want specially made 
from any charm in our 
catalogue.
Sterling - $4.50 
cost of charm.
plus





North Saanich planning 
and zoning committee 
Monday voted against 
supporting an application 
for extension of Deep Cove 
Marina because there isn’t 
enough foreshore lo 
support the water lease.
The marina currently 
doesn’t conform to bylaws 
which demand foreshore 
area which totals at least 
one-third of the area the 
amount of the water lease.
Although the application 
sought rezoning of a 
residential lot near the 
marina, in an effort to have 
50 or more berths added to 
the facility, the committee 
refused support because.
TWIN SIZE Base, Mattress & 
Legs, reduced to 
only '99.95 per set.
Limit 2 sets per customer 
at ISLAND FURNITURE MART
656-3032
even with the added lot, the 
marina failed to conform to 
regulations for the 100 
berths it now has.
The only way the marina 
could expand would be to 
buy several nearby 
properties, committee 
chairman, Eric Sherwood 
said, but noted that the 
properties would have lo go 
to public hearing for 
rezoning. There was little 
chance of a successful 
rezoning hearing he said 
since a petition with 27 
signatures had recently 
been filed against any 
proposed extension of the 
marina.
The committee also 
refused to act as middlemen 
in securing a nearby federal 
wharf and water rights for 
the marina for fear that 
they would end up with 
responsibility for the 
structure.
Annual Meeting
The Annual Meeting of 
the Saanich Pioneer Society 
will be held in the l.og 
Cabin, Saanichton, on 



















(Crab stuffed Mushrooms) 
Entrees
Supremes I'oronge 
(Whole Chicken breasts 
in orange souce 
with mushrooms 
& Pearl onions) 
Risotto & Corottes 
Etuvees au Beurre 
(Rice) a Carrots 
braised in butter 
Dessert 
Babas ou Rhum
B.C. HYDRO CREWS are installing new equipment in various sub­
stations, including the Sidney substation at McTavish road and 
Mainwaring. New capacitor bank is being placed there to a.ssist in 
power factor correction. One member of the crew involved in this
project is Gus Wellman and when Review photographer Tom Cronk 
happened by Wellman was busily engaged in taking measurements on a 
disconnect switch . . . the other end of which was ‘alive’ with 25,000 
volts.
2359 Beacon, Sidney
Sidney Council decided 
in January to review the 





Westcoast Savings Has developed this 
shopping list to help you compare the m 









What is the current GuaranloecI Savings Rate?
What is the historical rate range?
Is the interest rate adjusted hall yearly?
Is interest paid and compminded quarterly?
Is intcTOst calculated daily?
Do you get statements quarterly?
!s your pi,in's tnislee in Victoria?
Is there a penally lor vvithdravvnl?
Is lliefe an ailminislralion lee?
Is there i» set UT> lee or sales charge?
Are you required lo make monthly <,u-,mimal pavmenis; 
Is your KKSP deposil locker! in?
Is there a lixed term r'plii'nl 
What is ll'ie fixed term lale range?
Is the fixed term t»|iliim willulrawahle?
Are your ile|>ositH fully guaranteeil?
ithei
plan:
the Town boundaries, both 
for the pre.sent and to meet 
The requirements which will 
be imposed by the for- 
ihcoming revisions to the 
Community Plan. To this 
end, the -sfirm of Willis 
Cunliffe Tail and Company 
was fbtained lo prepare a 
master plan for the capital 
works necessary to meet 
those requiremems.
The first step in the study 
is the preparation of a 
computer model of lire 
existing system. Such 
models arc a comparatively 
recent development and 
provide detailed in­
formation on flows and 
pressures at all points in lire 
system under all conditions 
of use; this type of in- 
fonnatinir would be im­
possible to obiaiir in any 
other way.
Wlicn the model has been 
set up on lire computer, a 
series of tests is nitrde of the 
sysicirr under working 
ciuulitioirs to establish lire 
iicciiracy of the nrodel. Tire 
reliability of tlie model 
having been oMtibiished, it 
IS then possilrie to pisiduci 
die iirasier plan for th- 
sysienr bjisctl oir forescetiblc 
Ieqiiiieincnt.s. i tie iikhU! i-. 
atueudi.Hl each time tiny 
change is made in tire 
system and thus is alwavs 
up io ilaic and leaily to 
deiermiiu: any cTiaiHtes 
uei'essary lir meet mo 
foiesocn deuiainis oi 
luiiher vcvisiirns of the 
t omumiriiy IMan.
Ihe tests lo confirm lltc 
accuracy trf the model 
icquiie couiorlted sOii' 
dilious of water flow turd sir 
will he made hclwceu IVdHl
a.m. and 4:00 a.m. when 
normal flows are at a 
nrininrum. The lests‘s,are 
scheduled to slarT onThe 
morning of 19lh February 
and may continue for up to 
two weeks, not necessarily 
every morning. The 
number of tests will depend 
on the findings of each 
successive test.
During the period of the 
tests there may Ire short 
intervals of low pressure, 
but only from 2:00 a.m.'to 
4:00 a.m. There may also be 
small amount of
pressures. Thus residents 
are advised to check the 
water each morning before





discolouration of the water 
the system due to!in
scouring of the mains at the 







If you have no taxable income, but 
qualify for a Provincial income tax 
credit, H&R Block will prepare the 
return for you at a special low price. 
At H&R Block, we are income tax 
specialists.
is belter
'Begin Earning Bt Save Taxes
WESTCOAST SAVINGS CREDIT UWIOW





















McilltU I C.lo^Crt W. .'lilll/'.
Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce took shelter 
under a dome Thursday 
niglit and paid $2.5 for tlie 
privilege.
The dome, more often 
described as an imibrclla 
and with tlic unlikely title of 
"Mnhiculuiralism”, offers 
the C'htunbcr iiiitl other 
Feninsula tind Cmlf l.sitmds 
organi/ations a, chance to 
better their success rale iii 
applying lor gi aiiis,
The lederally-funded 
promam was foitiicd after 
the I’ou’iimn’iu :i\‘ogni/cii 
a need to reduce the mimlier 
of rcpciitiims applications 
ior giants ami susc an 
oppoimnitv to ^o.ordinate 
the subniissions, voinnieer 
m ovtrani co utdionioi, 
Juanita Hatii-., told tlic 
Chamlicr,
In joiiiinivTlu,' society ..
wliieh has regional divisions 
that funnel applications 
tnin a ermral licia) oltice, 
whiv'h, in turn, lolit'iiC'.dit 
behalf ol the . apidying 
groups . Ilie chinnhei has 
11 n d e r! a k e n 1 h e
organi/ation of alt in 
leii'sied g/emps on Ihe 
I’eniiiMila and t tiilf i dands.
I fescnbinii iltc Ik'nefits of 
forming ihe Saanich 
PenitiMila andUinlf Islands 
VliiliicnlbH al Society, M 
Harris made special 
mem ion of Sidney Days 
celebrations which she sniil 
eonki eel as tnneh as 
$.10,('iqq in (‘oml'ined 
ptovinci.il nitd itovernmcm 
(Um.Is. :
Onmi appalieaiions arc
made in five categories she 
said: imigratioiv, human 
rights, culture, media and 
education. She noted that 
Ihc society has pipelines 
into .J20 agencies in North 
\mcrica and overseas witli 
combined tivailablc tnonics 
if $3.5 million.
Despite the society’s title, 
groups applying for fun­
ding do not have to be 
promoting niuliicultura! 
proji.'Cls, Ihirris said all 
piojcct.s ate mnhicuhmal 
wlieilier they were designed 
1 lull w ay oniol,
'T'.ach menii.ici 01 an 
orgaiii/tuion comes from ;i 
dilfereiii background and 
cnliural uphringing, Thai in 
Itself makes a gumii 
iniilliciillm;il.*'
Some -1,(Kit) .m'oiips ami 
organi-'ittions hni'o been 
brought under the .society's 
nnilirella, 'die said, I'o 
accoiviodaie rccem mierest 
in the program this year's 
deatllme foi limdmg .i|i- 
plicalions hits been ev 
tendei.l from i'cVu 1,5 to die 
end of ihemonth.
The new bnnnieh 
I’eniiiMila tuid (iulf Island 
branch of the organizaiirm 
witch will lie making, an 
application for lumling - 
possibly (or Sidney Days 
after meelins,’ oilier in 
lercsicd groups in the area, 
saiil 'Chamber presitlem, 
Deniits Pa(|iietut.
H&R BLOCIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
2453 Beacon A re. 656-2411
Open: Mon,-l-'ii. ‘,):00a ,ni. to f):(X) p.in.
Sill.‘):l)0 a.ni. to 5;00 pan.























V.T: (. jl.,1 (,T « uH f| 1 .OHIO, J ,‘l tl iCHtf iTlCj I HU I HttM« llq* j)l (I 1: |H
Island View Freezer Ltd













2255 (Dak Bay Avenue 
595-43-12
WATERWORKS UTILITY
Groceries * Fruit * Vegetables
lie
‘Mooday thru IDUlay * *Six tlayu 4 week Olhers f imstlay ihrii Salniday
mu FRIDAY rtlGDTS TILL Um
coitductiiU! flow piul piCNsiiii: 
s 1
tests of the disirilnitinn
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD,
Ihe I own svill
.,,,slru» v.niiMg ilii.. p.i.uds IfHi, ,t, ..I I ..Ifiiiioy am* ...fah I ..binaty t*. 2,i*i
Matih, llieic will in: sluul peiiods ol low picssuie heiwecn 2;(K) A,M, and 
4:(»d A.m, on any of those ilays, but not ncccssaiily on each day, T liere may 
Lie ‘.(.mn; ilistokmi*iliui) of w.ilct follm'oiij; rsuli list. ID .idcnls auTiibtvcd lo 
vi uS-k ill*, vv ,t ie i la; iuj c liii iig. I ht di,>v .,>ium at n iVt i * itoi ! t*,, m bi! 111 In, lilt I,,
2449 Beacon Phone 6564171
79
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Sidney Stove Manufacturer Has 
Warm Spot For His Customers
»Y PAUL JEUNK
Jrucc Priitie of Sidney 
a lioi spol for liis 
torners.
n fact, in this age of 
ialling home heating 
as, Prittic, of tlie Sidney 
cplaee Shop, finds that. 
,si of his eustoniers easily 
ini up to his advice 
jecially when his 
jgesiions hold the 
^iinise of liiel savings in 
Brill ol a black box 
jdition to the family 
jplacc.
I'ho Black Box — as yet it 
not a marketing or 
de name — is one of ihe 
.vest developments armed 
making wood burning a 
ble replacement o 
cii ic or oil heating. It is a 
iiic-black unit built to be 
lulled into fireplaces and 
dgned to make the brick 
S8le-in-the-wall an efficient 
h works on 
)■) I i n c i p a 1 o 1 most
'''% tree of heat.
si
'ifr-
^ji^epiace conversion units, 
to cut down on the 
^louni of already warm air 
the room normally 
ked into the fireplace 
d up the chimney and to 
<e cool air from the 
;>ni, heat it, and return it 
I the room through a 
■tern of vents. But the 
ack box has two at- 
that separate it^ bates,
^^oni the .scores of other
its Hooding the market; it 
It’t unattractive — and it’s 
l^igned, built and sold in
Sidney.
Prittie, stepson of the 
unit’s inventor, Svend 
Mariager, who now 
manages Piers hsland, and 
the grandson of one-time 
Sidney resident and well- 
known naturalist Freeman 
(Skipper) King, says the 
unit would have gained a 
ready endorsement from his 
ate grandfather because of 
its miserly and efficient use 
of fuel.
Although Prittie couldn’t 
produce an efficiency rating 
on the unit — standard 
fireplaces range from 
seven to 10 per cent while 
airtight stoves and burners 
top the scales with ratings 
up to 75 per cent — he says 
S3 customers who bought 
units since September have 
reported dramatic im­
provements in the heating 
capabilities of their 
fireplaces and a similar 
decrease in the amount of 
wood burned to produce 
die '.varmth.
•‘.Although the unit is not 
completely airtight the 
drafts can be closed to 
reduce burning to almost 
nothing,” he said.
“As an armload of wood 
placed in the fire at bedtime 
provides heat throughout 
the night with enough coals 
left in the morning to 
rekindle a roaring fire.”
And that, in itself, is 
likely to curry favor with 
the provincial Forest
Service which is responsible 
for managing crown land in 
B.C.
Bruce Holoway, Forest 
Ranger for Langford 
District which includes the 
Saanich Peninsula, says the 
current trend towards wood 
burning devices to sup­
plement oil and electric 
home hating, is causing
its practice, on lower 
Vancouver Island, is 
severely limited.
“The very fact of only 
nve-pcr-cenl crown land 
places a heavy limit on the 
offer locally. And large 
portions of crown land are 
locked in behind private 











some concern in his 
department.
“Many people stocking 
trailers and pickup trucks 
with wood scavanged from 
the forest may be unwitting 
law-breakers.”
Only five per cent of the 
forest area on southern 
Vancouver Island is crown 
or public land. The 
remaining forest is privately 
owned, he said, and people 
taking wood from those 
areas without the lan­
downer’s permission are 
libale to prosecution for 
stealing and trespassing.
According to a pamphlet 
available from the Forest 
Service, firewood can be 
taken from crown land — 
free — with a permit issued 
by the area forest ranger. 
But Halloway warns that, 
while the offer of free 
firewood works in theory.
restricts the availability of 
firewood.”
Holloway says small 
areas do come available to 
the wood burner’s axe but 
usually only twice a year, 
and the available number of 
permits are quickly snapped 
up.
“The last lime we opened 
an area for firewood cutting 
was during the fall. We let 
out 500 permits, each for
specific days and allowing 
two cords of wood for each 
permit for a period of six 
weeks. The area had been 
logged but the Alder trees, 
which yield a non­
commercial wood, 
remained at the site.”
For the most part, 
though, Holloway says the 
trend to wood burning has 
created a demand that the 
forest service can’t supply.
It has also created policing 
problems for the rangers.
“There’s no doub t that 
some wood is being 
poached from crown land 
and other loads are being 
unintentionally stolen off 
private land.”
Since the new forest act 
was introduced at the 
beginning of the year the 
Forest Service has the 
opportunity to prosecute an 
offender in court, which is 
the same privilege available 
to private land holders. 
Previously, rangers were 
able to sieze vehicles, tools 
and wood from an illegal 
operation and sell it with 
the proceeds going to the 
crown.
As the number of wood 
burning fanatics have 
already found, the easiest 
and most plentiful supply 
of fuel is littered along 
coastal beaches. And Bruce 
Prittie is one person who 
feels that the shoreline 
supply is enough to keep the 
increasing number of home 
fires burning warmly.
Bus Transportation Questions Vex Trustees
Trustees appeared to go 
round in circles at Monday 
night’s school board
meeting during a discussion 
of questions relating to 
students’ transportation.
Trustee Rubymay Parrot 
began it all with a motion 
that all children on field 
trips should have their 
names filed with the school 
office prior to departure.
Parrot said that in the 
event of an accident parents 
had the right to know 
whether their children were 
on a particular bus.
Other trustees pointed 
out that if there was more 
than one bus, or a com­
bination of buses and other 
vehicles, the list might 
become meaningless if 
students changed from one 





jlHOME OF THE MARIAGER FIREPLACE CONVERTER - LOCALLY 
LdESIGNEDAND MANUFACTURED to save YOU HEAT & MONEY
SEE OUR NEW, LOCALLY MADE, SHOP HEATER
FEATURING; —
• ALL STEEl. CONSTRUCTION
• LARGE CAPACITY
• TOP LOADING & AIR INTAKE
• PROVEN OVAL AIRTIGHT DESIGN
Priced At:
?189"“




FRIDAY — 9 a.m. centre 
open, cards library, 
billiards & morning coffee, 
afternoon lea.
MONDAY — 10 a.m. - 
Dance for Fun, billiards, 
quilting, decorator paints; 
noon, lunch; 1:30 . - 
ceramics; 1:30 swim club; 2 
- films; 7:30 bingo.
TUESDAY — 9:30 - 
lapidary; 10 - Serenaders 
practice, painting; noon, 
lunch; 1 - whist, crochet, 
lapidary, painting; 7 -
shuffleboard and games.
WEDNESDAY — 10
a m, - novelties and rug­
hooking- noon - hot dinner; 
1 - mah-jongg; discussion 
group; 2 - concert with 
Esquimalt Silver Singers; 7 
duplicate bridge; Vols. 
Corps Meetings.
THURSDAY — 9:30 
lapidary, 10 - weaving,
carpet bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1 - brige; T.30 - 
dressmaking; 7 - Crib.
FRIDAY — 9:30
podiatrist; 10 - beadwork, 
keep fit, senior ceramics, 
quilting; noon, lunch; 1 - 
creative writing; 1:30 
Silver “T” Bells practice. 
Stretch & Sew; 2 - jacko; 7 
Evening Cards. ‘f’ 
SATURDAY & SUN 
DAY —open for drop-ins.
Trip tickets on sale: 
March 8th to Sealand & 
Oak Bay Marina for lunch; 
March 20th to Pearson 
College for lunch; Income 
Tax assistance availble, 
phone 656-5537.
Ignorance isn’t always 
bliss! Knowing the sym­
ptoms of heart attack and 
stroke could save your life 
or that of a friend. Write 
your Heart Foundation for 
free information:
By KEN FOLLEIT
Winston Churchill puts 
down his cigar and speaks 
.softly: “It has taken the 
total military and industrial 
might of the whole English- 
speaking world — the 
greatest civilization since 
the Roman Empire — four 
years to win this fifty-fifty 
chance. If this spy gets out, 
wc lo.se even that.”
The fifty-fifty chance is 
dr the successful invasion 
of Normandy by British 
and American forces in 
1944, and if the Germans 
arc ready for the onslaught 
the odds will be much 
wor.se. In order to keep 
them guessing about the site 
of the inva.sion, a vast 
assemblage of imitation 
ships, planes, barracks, and 
equipment, all meant to be 
whispered about and 
photographed from the air, 
has been set up on the east 
coast of England, which 
would suggest an attack in 
the area of Calais. A 
German spy, however, has 
discovered the deception 
and is trying to meet up 
with a German U-boat in 
the North Sea, The out­
come of the war hangs in 
the balance.
This is the frame of EYE 
OF THE NEEDLE, a deft 
thriller by Ken Follett, a 
Welsh journalist and 
noveli.st. The German spy’s 
code name is The Needle, 
and on his trail is one 
Pcrcival Godliman, a top­
flight medieval historian 
who has been recruited by 
British Inlelligence 
(“Foreigners have spies,”
as ■ Follett remarks with 
crisp irony, “Britain has 
Military Intelligence”). 
And of cour.se a beautiful 
girl plays a dramatic role 
I'he book is well pul 
together along the lines of 
Frederick For.styth and 
.lohn Le Carre. A double 
narrative focu.ses on the 
pursuer and the pursued, 
with the suspense extremely 
well maintained, and there 
are cameo appearances by 
hi.siorical figures; Hitler, 
members of the German 
high command and 
Churchill.
The British in EYEl OF 
THE NEEDLF3 can be just 
as ruthless as anyone else — 
being thoroughly careless of 
lives that arc of no practical 
value to them. There is a 
nicely rendered sense of 
Idigland during the war, 
and a careful dosage of sex 
and violence.
The German spy emerges 
as the most vivid character 
A killer who throws up 
every time he kills someone, 
he loves his country but has 
no respect for the Nazis. 
Haunted by an absurd and 
moving dream, he is a man 
of charm, ingenuity and 
endurance, yet also a 
terrified being whose 
profe.ssion allows him to 
instantly kill anyone who 
posed him the slightest 
threat.
This new book is well- 
done and enjoyable. Ask 
for EYE OF THE 
NEF3DLE from the
Trustee Jerry Kristianson 
said officials never knew 
who was on a school 
vehicle, since students 
often skipped the bus.
“1 don’t believe in asking 
people to keep records of 
no value,” said trustee Jack 
Armstrong.
But Kristianson said he 
was prepared to back the 
motion though it was 
unrealistic to think it was 
going to meet with uniform 
observance, and the 
resolution passed with 
Armstrong opposed.
Later, trustees agreed 
that requests by parents for 
school buses to be rerouted 
to students’ individual 





In a final item, trustees 
discussed ways of 
protecting students from 
the effects of a special 
eclipse of the .sun due on 
Feb. 26 between 7:16 a.m. 
and 9:26 a.m. Tru.stces were 
concerned that students 
would be going to school at 
that time and looking at the 
sun might prove harmful.
But after a discussion ol 
various reschedulings of the 
bus .system designed to pick 
up children later in the 
morning, trustees gave up 
and handed that problem 
over to administrative 
officials to come up with a 
solution that would ensure 
students were not en­
dangered.
In recommending that 
the board deny a request 
from one parent for such a 
rerouting, trustee Walter 
Tangye said that the 
purpose of the bus system 
did not extend to door-to- 
door protection of students. 
The motion carried but 
trustees directed officials to 
bring the situation to the 
attention of North Saanich 
Council and the RCMP.
Kristianson also 
cautioned trustees to be 
wary of requests from 
parents for transportation 
allowances to enable them 
to drive children to school 
when the parents simply 
didn’t like the bus system.
Trustee Norma Sealey 
said that an early pick-up or 
late drop-off was in the 
nature of the system and 


























Rev. David Clark of Seattle Auroa Tabernacle, 
Recently returned from India Seattle Trio and the 
Singing Holden’s of Victoria.
Sponsored by —
The Masters’ House of Tapes.
Fri,- Sat., Feb. 16 & 17, 7:30P.M. 
Sunday, Feb. 18, 2:30 P.M. 
Brentwood United Church 























Lloyd (Larry) Moore on 
Feb.,, 7, 1979 at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital survived 
by a daughter Eileen of 
Seattle, three sons, Steve, 
Kevin and Larry of Oregon. 
Veleran of the U.S, Air­
force. Funeral service in 
McCall Bros, Family 
Chapel,Victoria, Friday 
Feb, 16. 1979 at 2;00 p.m, 
with Rev. Elic Hofer of­
ficiating. Interment at 
Royal Oak Uitrinl Park.
Sidney Budget 
Beauty Salon
1 THE BEACON PLAZA MALL 656-3622









Oiler expires March i!Z ro.
Somebody 
Cares!
Cates i! a'fi n«w In town 
mid fctil Kind o( lost; It you’ve 
iiid added a new son or 
dauKlilcr lo your lamily; !( 
HE has (Inally asked you lo 
become his wile; II you ot 
someone In yout larnlly is 
colebiating a very special oc­
casion ,,,
Vz PRICE FOR YOUR HAIRCUT
WITH YOUR SHAMPOO & SET
FREE COLOUR RINSE or HAIR CONDITIONER
WITH YOUR SHAMPOO S SET














Come In & See 
lORAINE or LOIS
or
phono for an appointment
656-3622 ^
You will like our Prices and our New Beauty Salon 
— Come a See Us In fh© Plaza.
COME IN & INSPECT OUR TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS.
















TREES PALLED, spoced, cleared.
■ Firewood delivered. $45 cord. 656- 
6877. 4.tf
ENERGETIC MALE. 27 yeors old.
Seeks sleody employment. Has 
seven years postal employment. 
Slobility and willingness to leorn 656- 
■5305. I
CARPENTER SEEKS work of oil kinds, 
additions, olterotions, sundecks. For 
free estimote phono 656-6487 . 6-t.f.
LEO LODERS DUTCH GARDNER and 
. Landscaper ogoin ovoiloble for 
Sidney and surrounding district. 
-Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. 656-3297. 6-1.f
YOUNG COUPLE needs work. Mole;
strong, energetic, responsible.
troined Aircraft mointononce 
technician. Female: willing to do 
housovrork. Please coll 656-5807. 7-1
BOY 16, with two yeor auto mechanic
would like to work in Service Station 
' alter school and weekends. 656-2316.
7-1
MECHANICAL ENGINEER. British
University graduate seeks Canadian 
■-employment. Experienced in
Development, Troubleshooting, 
Research in Electric Power. 
Monulocturing Industries. Interview 
, in Morch. Box 2693. Smithers, B.C. 7- 
1
MEC. FOR SRIB
DIVORCE 1 $100 PLUS FILING FEES. 
Oblain your uncontested divorce • 
fast • over the telephone. Our forms 
and typing services are lawyer op- 
proved. Call Self-Counsel Services 
toll free 112-800-663-3035. Chargex 
and Mosterchorge accepted. 47-tf
JANUARY-FEBRUARY SALE, 
mony quality knitting yarns 
Woolcraft. 656-2276.
V* of I 
Kobe’s 
2-8
LAZY BOY RECLINER. black
nougahide. $90.00. Phone 656-2092. 
7-1
INDIAN SWEATERS. S80.00$100.00. 
custom knit. Fast service. KOBE'S 
Woolcrafts. 656-2276. 7-3
ONE BRONZETONED Hutch. $35; 
Cogswell choir end stool. $40; metol 
students desk and chair. $10. 656- 
2467. 7-1
CRADLE. CARRIAGE, ploy-pen. jolly 
jumper, cuddle seat; 35 mm comera, 
case, flosh. 656-6684. 7-1
BRAND NEW GM In dash AM car 
radio plus speaker and FM converter. 
For quick sole, $70. 656 1441. 7-1
SIDEWALK SALE - dry rots, closing out 
sole, everything goes Saturday ond 
Sunday. First Street ond Bevon. 7-1
CUSTOM DRESS making. All sewing 
needs. Coll Evelyn 656-6551.
HANDY MAN will do any work
oround house or garden in Sidney 
area. 656-5807. 7-1
SELF WANTEB
HOUSEWIFE EXTRA INCOME PEOPLE:
' Earn $4.00 to $7.00 per hour. Full or 
part time placing catalogues, picking 
up orders. 656-2290. 2
EXPERIENCED JOURNALIST to fill
assistant editor position in expanding 
community newspaper in Lower 
Mainlond. Permonent with ad­
vancement to qualified person. Ideal 
for single or married. Salory com­
mensurate with experience. Send 
resume with photo to; Box 136, c/o 
BCYCNA, 808, 207 West Hastings St., 
Vancoover, B.C. V6B 1H7. Job open 
. in March, ^*2
PERSON TO HELP with housework 
two holf days weekly. Own tron- 
sportation. References pleose. 
Ardmore Area. 656-2087, 7-1
PERSON TO HOUSECLEAN 4 hrs 
every. Friday; smell modern home 
near Anacortes Ferry Terminal, 
Pleose call 656-4349 evenings. 7-1
MAL'E OR FEMALE in fish plant in 
Sidney. Apply between 2 and 4 p.m. 
Phone 656-2435. 7-1
PREFABRICATED EXTRA heovy vinyl 
greenhouses. Quality materiols 
throughout. Precisely cut for easy 
assembly. Sale prices 8x8, $378.00; 
8x11, $438; 8x14, $493. For more 
information phone 479-9616.7-3
BUY YOUR POLLED Hereford Bull 
white selection is best. 30 bulls, 20 
females to sell at 6th. Annual S.R.C.L 
Production sole, February 26. 1979 
Free delivery 200 miles. Bulls kept 
free of chorge until April 1. For in 
formation phone 335-4235 or write 
Summerset Ranching Co. Ltd.. R.R. 1, 
Didsbury. Alto. TOM OWQ. ^7-2
PSESONALg
ACCOMMODATION in Sidney Ocean 
View. Cooking facilities. Mature 








WANTED: In Sidney orea, apartment 
or half duplex by elderly lady. 656- 
1876. 7-1
NATURAL HIGH Potency Vitamins, 
also reducing plon. Lowest prices In 
Canada. Prompt Service. Free 
catalogue. Write: Vitamin Discounts 
by mail. Box 69337-A. Station 'K'. 
Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4W5^^ 9
THREE BDRM. house with basement 
on quiet street in either Sidney or 





BRAID NUTRI-DATA offers specialty 
natural vitomins; sugorfree cook­
book for hypoglycemics; com­
prehensive nutritionol health profile; 
iridology photography. Free brochure 
on request. Box 97. Port Coquitlam,. 
B.C. V3C 3V5. Phone461-1752. 9
SMALL FARM required for March 1 st. 
up to $300.00 rent plus utilities or will 
consider rent to own. caretaker or 




2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
WANTED TO RENT small house with 
large yard by working person, small 






Certified Dental Mechanic, 
Mr. R.C. Vickers, Monday 
to Saturday, 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. by appointment. 
2494 Beacon Ave.
656-3523 7-3
CEPEX Scientists require furnished 
accommodotion from June to Sep­
tember 1979 for two bedroom home. 
Prefer Sidney orea. Phono 656-5431 
or 656-4521 between 8;30 a.m., - 4:30 
p.m. 7-2
WANTED ACCOMMODATION. 
Furnished bachelor suite or one 
bedroom. Professional person. Male. 
CollMr. Brodley. 656-7294. 7-1
EEAl ESTATE. 
FOE SAIE
ONE LOT: in Sidney, on quiet cul-de- 
sac. 50 ft. X 146 ft. $19,500. 656-2638. 
50-tf
LOW COST - PRE-CUT HOMES. "Save 
Thousands", All materials supplied; 
your plan or ours. We deliver 
anywhere. Free estimates. Royal City 
Prefab, Phone 939-9281. 524 Clarke. 
Coquitlom, B.C. V3J 3X2. ^1
DYNA pre-amplifier, $100.00; 
beautiful king-size hand crafted teak 
water bed, asking $1000.00; willing 
to build speaker cobinets and fur­
niture. (Fine woods preferred) 
wanted. 15 in. Dual Concentric type 
one LUS/HF/15L, 150 MS speaker by 
Tannoy, 656-1507. . 7A
25 INCH ADMIRAL colour T.V. 
Complete with converter. Good 







Owner Wiif Dorman gives 










BASEMENT SALE. Saturday and 
Sunday. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Kitchen 
table, choirs, many household items. 
2082 Piercy. 656-5242. 7-1
ELECTRIC CLOTHES dryer. Good 
condition. 656-4244. 7-1
ACORN FIREPLACE (Orange) with 
screen and grate, $160; 22 cu. ft.
freezer, as new. $300. 656-6487. 7-1
SENIOR COOK wonted for 50-bed 
personal. and Intermediate Core 
. facUily on Soil Spring Island. Must be 
quqllfied , Food Service Supervisor 
rbrid".hav6 minimum of two yeors 
.i experiehce in oh Institutlonol kitchen 
or’ equivalent. Salory $1268. For 
interview contact: Co-ordinator, 
Greenwoods, Box 307, Ganges, B.C. 
VOS lEO or Phone: 537-5545. 7-1
LEGAL A\D Clinic, 
p.rn. ;io 4:30 .p-inT
LAW CENTRE - 
^AondaYS :45 
Appointments only. Phone 656*1247,
BINGO: K o( P Hall, Sidney every 
Thursday 8 p. m. Everybody welcome.
50-tf
HEALTH DATA TECHNOLOGIST. Sale 
charge for 45-bed hospital. Typing 60 
w.p.m. PAS required. Residence 
availoble. Apply Nocoia Volley 
General Hosptlol, Box 129, Merrill, 
B.C.V0K2B0. 7-1
CIRCULAlt SAW FILER, prelerobly
certified. Rato of pay $10,46 per hour. 
All benefits according to union 
controcl. Required immediately. 
Apply Box 39, Morritt, B.C. VOK 2B0. 
Phono 378-2224 . 7-2
"discerning ADULTS - shop 
I discreetly by mail. Send $2.00 for our 
iotest fully iilustroted cotalogue of 
marital aids for both ladles and 
’gentlemen. Direct oction, Marketing 
Inc., Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Voncouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 13-tf
RculTli®RuS toctof.
The only “stesm” cleaner 
wiUri the VShrating Brush!
BRENTWOOD HARDWARE 
R ATHLETICS LTD.
Trofalgor Square, Brentwood 
652-2822
SIDNEY RENTALS LTD. 
9773.5lh Street
Sidney ' 656-5541
FOR ALL YOUR 




Res. 656-2023 or 
656-6151
SIDNEY REALTY LTD. 
$39,900
Delightful 2 or 3 bedroom 
bungalow. Electric heat. 
Den overlooking a lovely 
garden fully fenced. MLS 
Vacant.
Enjoy Boating??
If so we are pleased to off^r 
a 2 bedroom bungalow 
conveniently located to 
several marinas. Call today 
for more information. 
Asking $45,000.
DEAN PARK 
Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom 
family home on one half 
acre. Stone fireplace, eating 
area in the kitchen, huge 
deck, double carport, 
double windows, etc. MLS 
Asking S82,0(X).
■ : , ■^v.:CLOSE-IN;''../: ,;
T w o b e d r o o m n o - s t e p 
home only a couple of 
blocks off Beacon Ave. 
Workshop, dining room, 
oil furnace. Neat and tidy 
throughout. MLS. Now 
priced at $42,500.
NANNY older womon for five month 
old boy, occasional oltornoons and 
nvontngs. Pormanonl part-time, 
Deep Cove area. Phone 656-690S, 7-1
FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE on
Tronscendenllal Modllollon, Sidney 
Elementary School, Henry Avo., 
Wednesdoy, Feb.2rot 8 p.m, 7-1
GARDEN CLUB meoling Monday. Feb. 
19, 7:30 p.rn. Margorel Vaughon- 
Blrch Hall. Third St., Sidney, Topic 
"Spring Pruning. Lunch Served. Public 
Invited. 7-1
BUS. OFFORIBBIIIBS
13 UNIT MOTEL. Silo ol now bridge In 
Courtenay, Vancouver Island, Good 
potential. New ski development, 
Boom area. Owners tolifing. Phone 
334-4273, 155 17lhSlreol. 7-1
PETS
LIVESTOCK
FINEST RESORT on Canlm Loko. 
Showing good returns. $225,000.00. 
Pub oxcolloni opportunily. Good 
lorms ond revenue, M 4 R Realty Ltd,, 
Box 68, 100 Milo House, B.C, 395- 
2251. 7-1
OWN A HORSE or thinking ol buying 
one? Don't waste money when you 
can gel free informollon by writing 
to; Vancouver Island Regional 
Library, 10 Slrlcklond St,, Nanaimo, 
B.C. Brian Dale. 6-3
SIDNEY 
RENTALS LTD.
9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541 
The largest one stop 
Equipment Rental Yard on^ 
Ihe Saanich Peninsula.- 
Authorized dealer for 
I'TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
EAST SAANICH Rd.
If you are looking for a 
character home on just 
under .6 acre then we have 
the answer. Two bedrooms 
up, living room with stone 
fireplace, hardwood floors, 





Approx. 3.3 acres, flat and 
level suited to manufac­
turing, etc. in a desirable 
area near the Airport in 
North Saanich
Municipality. Water is 







New 3 bdrm., no step 
bungalow, fireplace,, 
carport, good garden area. 








DEAN PARK ESTATES 
$39,500
One of the few available 
lots in the first stage of this 
prestigeous development, 
offering fabulous views of 
Sidney, the Ocean and the 
Gulf Islands. Easy 





3 bedroom home on quiet 
cul de sac in one of Sidney’s 
better residential areas. 
Close to the ocean and all 
amenities. Owner tran­







Lovely two story home just 
150 yards from the sea. 3 
'^ears old. Two blocks from 
shopping. Large living 
room, separate dining 
room, 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, 
electric heat.
Asking $63,000 
For further information 
call:
DOUG SCOTT - 656-6810 




Striking country bi-level 
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms,
2 baths, fireplaces in LR 
and family room. Space & 
seclusion yet only a few 
minutes from Sidney, 
airport & ferries. $96,5(X).
BRETHOUR 
Renovated 3 bedroom 
home on 50’xll8’ lot. LR 
with fireplace - large kit­
chen. Detached single 
garage. $46,000.
FOR RENT
3 bdrm., IVi baths, 
Townhouse in Sidney. 
Private yard. $295.00. mon.
Jim Jones 656-4597











Just completed and ready 
for occupancy this new 
home features a spacious 
living room with white rock 
fireplace, dining room, 
three bedrooms (the master 
bedroom has a three piece 
ensuile and walk-in closet). 
Kitchen with eating area 
. and :■ adjoining; ;-sundeck. 
Large unfinished area for 
further development 
Thermopane windows. 
Double drive-in garage. 
Quality workmanship and 
materials throughout.
LISTED AT $74,900 
ERICGRAHAM 
656-4489
Provincial tax payers are 
footing the bill for recent 
water concessions to the 
agriculture research station 
in North Saanich and are 
giving the federal gover­
nment a free ride.
The charge was made by 
North Saanich council 
representative to the 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission .Aid. Jim 
Cumming following 
speculation this week that 
tentative concessions made 
to the research station for 
permission to cross the 
federal property with the 
water line were un­
necessary.
The major concession to 
the research station allowed 
it to pay 15 cents a 
thousand gallons to the 
Saanich Peninsula water 
debt which would be added 
to a wholesale charge of 55 
cents a thousand gallons. 
Speculation that the 
concessions may have been 
unnecessary surfaced after 
a telex from Transport 
Minister Otto Lang claimed 
the arrangements for the 
water line right-of-way were 
made four days after 
permission to cross the 
property had already been 
given.
Nevertheless, says 
Cumming, the tentative 
agreement, yet to be ratified 
by the entire region board, 
is not only placing a 
needlessly heavy financial 
burden on the provincial 
taxpayers but is also setting 
a dangerous precedent in 
regard to prices to be
charged for water going to 
other fedeal installations.
“Last year, when water 
was being drawn from Elk 
Lake, the research station 
paid 35 cents for a thousand 
gallons which was exactly 
half of what it cost to 




last year’s water 
sumption by the 
experimental farm 
pathology laboratory -< 
over 2.5 million gallons -J 
at 15 cents a thousandf th’ 
federal installation will onlj 





SEALED TENDERS for the projects for services 
listed below, addressed to the Head., Tenders and 
Contracts, Pacific Region, Department of Public 
Works, Canada, 1110 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3W5 will be received until 
the specified closing time and date. Tender 
documents can be obtained through the above 
noted Department of Public Works, Vancouver 




Two-Year Cleaning Contract - Post Office 
Saanichton, B.C.
R
Closing Date: 11:00 AM PST - March 5, 1979. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
656
n
THIS AD RECENTLY 
DREW 52 CALLS
SIDNEY - 3 bdrm., unfurnished older 
home. Fireplace, on waterfront. 2 
blks, from centre of town.
MQTICS
FOR SALE Moituy Forguvon and Ford 
cor otid truck doalor»hlp In Control 
Alborlo. Ownor will occopl homo In 
Kolownti rnglon In Irodo, CxcollonI 
opiioilunily lor 1l>o right porion. 
Asking $215,000. Conlacl Arnold 
Errnloy, Coop truiil, Camro*o, 
Allirirla, 672 1131 or 672-1075. 7-1
CHICKS • Brown egg layori, while 
loghornt, while Rockri. Order early - 
ship onywhere, Napier Chick Solos. 
674.3.216lh SI,, Box 59, Milner, B.C, I 
VOX ITO. 534-7222 . 6-lf.
ARDMORELOT 
.90 Acre lot on Dalkeith 
Rd. Well treed. Located in 













ATTENTION lOOOEHS. Aldtrr tloch. 
rtiO|>lo taw Inge wnrilod, r.O,D. any 
II.C, Soil water durirp. Call Jocoheon- 
I'hlIMpe tolled 6114-6236, I 13
GOOD USED RECORDS, eepeclolly old 
43» lor pereonol tqllirdlon, 474-1071 
around *ui>por ilnie, 29-11:
6m""i>jcnJRi"'p6i‘TCARDi, CoTen-
ilnte, lallun. rniinui, (rleonuhlp
mrrtnorohtlln oih«r trid popor Hull In 
'/oiir nine, Bought (or co»h. 652-9047, 
6 '
OLD TAIKINO machine pnrit and 
’ropctlre. Free oulniole* and ap- 
ptoienlii, Buy or Irnrie horned 
gramophonin, hornn, cylinder 
recordti, parts or any reloled llerru. 
Condillon unitnpotlonl. 595-47(i0, 7-2
I NEED a ride Irj rind horn "Otiklondi" 
lot the Metting Sittoson. Will shore, 
l*hnn« Molinda 656 6,17(1, 7 i
MIBC. TOR GiltI!
CAR WAXING
WINTER IS COMING. 
PREPARE YOUUl 
CAUIll
We I’owcr Buff with the] 
wax of yoiir choice.
InuiorlN & CoiTipaetH 
from $22.50; Inter­
mediates from $25.(M); 
Full Ai/efrom $27.50.
FOR FKEE ESTIMATE | 
No Obligation 
Serving The PeniuNiila
1972 HOUGH M60 Bucket machine, 
uxculleiil coitdilion, $24,OCX). l%8Cal 
955K. ROP5 - GP Buckol, oxcolloni 
but needs some running geor, 
$16,500. 1972 Cal D6C with angle 
blade, brush blade, ROI’S, 3 t|>ool 
winch, oxcolloni condillon. $(>0,000. 
I>hono4afl 4025or6H7-3072. 7-1
&
DOORS I B.C.'S LOWEST PKIQEII Pro- 
hung Interior, $15.90, solid exlorlor 
doors, $19.00: moial Iniulolud front 
doors, $59,00: keyed locks, $9,90: 3 
(I. iloiel Ill-laid snitt, $11.90, foi«cl 
doors, $1.95. Canada's lorgeil 
seledlon economy dooril WALKER'S, 
366-7211. 1366 S,W. Marine Delve, 
Voncouyor, V6P 3Z9, 7-1
LOST G mm
FOUND neor Reslhaveri ond Harbour 
Roads, black and white Peislon 






MORTOAOR lUAHI prumplly 
arrongeci onywhere In B.C. Inlot- 
rnolion ond tMlBrent;ei on request, J, 
U. Phillips Coplial Corpotoilqt'r, 10673 
King George Hlghwov, Srjrrey, U C, 
V1T 2K6. Phtsne 50tl-O«11 days or WS- 
1603 ev«inf.gs. ISlI,
COUTUltBS
1V$4 ALFA ROMEO 1900 Pino larina 
coupe, Restored, could use 
f.osmellts, Modern design, Only lour 
kirown lo eslit. Appretlollng In- 
vesimoni nl $15 000. Vancouver 943- 
B142. 7-1
HOUiEKIEPINO ROOM. All ulihllei. 
Priyut# enhance Phono656-Vi05,7-1
AVAILABLE IMMIDIATELY, 3 hdrrns. 
opailmenh eonyenltnlly locoli«;l Irv 
Sidney, Chddion welcome, Phone 




Tnnsdoy A Wednesday 
9Cl,m, hr 2 p.rn. 
ThursiloyBftkloy
f Cl Jfi
CANDID WIDDING plrnlntimphy with 
on eye lor eviriy budget. R.K.' 
(•rtmlogrorAy:'JB4-m6 7-3
1' thThuncIT^^
vvuiils uiiil iTunnluint) nl ,
lishe'ulloH 
Till BAHA'I FAITH
■ ■ ■ 6-1
AVAILABII MARCH UT, one 3 hdrm. 
u»>d one 3 b-dtm, opartineM, Children 
welcome, Convenlonily Iwoied In 
Sidney. Phone656,5116evenings. 7-1
cult AND COIY one bdrm, no slop 
(oHoga wllli drive In garage and 
workibop, I ridge and slnvo Included. 
Pick your own Itrill and grow your 
own vegwiobies in lovely lenced' 
gofden, Immedlote possession, close 
10 downiown Sidney, $275, mon, plus 
uslhhes, 6*6,6556. 7-1
IANS PltNCEDi ilalniess steel iiudi 
phone65rVS4i». iP lI
TiiaJS'INCORPORATII $100 PIUI
Hit, l/t(.ijrf>o,'ciie yf-uirs-ll • Iwl 
oi/ei ihe lelephnne Our locmi-and 
typing services ore lawyer approved. 
"Coll Sell,,Counsel Services loll hee 
1l2-ltfK»-663 a035, Chnrgex and 
Moslenharge tipproved, 4711
MB. JALIA, ipMiUiol, taroi cord 
(-xilm reader, Post, pieseni, lulure, 
business, love, marriage. II bad luck 
siHptrlenr.ed iwrhe problems wish lull 
iJale ol birih and send wilh 110 lo 
2r*.11 Foe* Hnillngt li Vo-vm,v*r 
B.C.VSK 1Z*. Plwm*258-.1246, 7-1
lAB PittONO, SiiinUis steel siadi,
r>‘t6,540.1, s,-t.|-
,Oiiii.,.OcHii.k kiKSLI, VSMiiams lijihe, 
oppioximaiely 36M stjuaie leer, 
ilreel level, A>C Wool lor reloil or 
oHtee, completely decoroled, 
rrvnlhrble Mofih 1976, Inie/esteJ 
ponies only write lor niSdltlrmnl 
inlarmolion slating requlfewerdi- 
Box 347, t-'o The Tribune, 1BI N, US 
Ave,. WdliomsKike, B.C, V2G lY*. 7- 
:7




Small Business needing 
some artistic talents, 
supplies a nice income while 
meeting people. $12,500. 
SIDNEY 
INDUSTRIAL 
Almost 4 acre level, clcaLCd 
land on water and ,sc\vcr. 




In Ardmore on Secluded, 
pved coimiry lane, this 
wooded acre for $30,000.
MELODY r*LACi:
'/? Acre of treed land on 
Willis Point. All new 
liomcs. Melody Price only 
$18,900,
PAT BAY AREA
Approx, .4 ac, on Tsaykniri 
Road. Secluded country 
lane. Wntermains, $26,000, 
FOR RENT
Modern ground door 1 
bedroom suite, range, 
fridge, $210/M.
renting?
Wc will rent your home out 




2444 Beacon Avo. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
OPEN
SATURDAY* SUNDAY 
[Feb. 17 & 180 
1 t(*5P.M.
10124 - 3rd Slreet 
Sidney
No step, 3 bedroom, home 
on large lot in good area of 
Sidney. Immaculate, 
Excellent for family or 
retinnent. 1,340 sq. ft. for 




8875 PENDER PARK 
Custom designed and built, 
brand new 3 bedroom, one 
level home in prestigious 
Dean Park Estate, 1791 
square feet, super in­
sulation (R20 & R28),
thermo windows, heatilator 
rock fireplace, 4 piece 
ensuite, large dining room. 
Built in Jenn Air, dish­
washer and oven. Deluxe 
carpets. Covered sundeck 
with vinyl floor plus 
separate patio. 8875 Pender 




OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE Im
iiiuilialoly III Siiliitiy, iuilublu tor 
prolot!.lonol, Socond lloor obovo 




"■.'■"'INSPECTORA' . ," ■: ''.i;, "
Applications are invited for the 
position of Assistant Building 
Inspector and Engineering Aide lor 
the Town of Sidney, duties to com­
mence immediately.
The successful applicant will be 
responsible, under direction, for Ihe 
inspection of building operations in 
the Municipality and other related 
duties, and also lor performing work 
in surveying, drafting and inspection 
ol municipol services.
Desirable qualifications should in­
clude Grade XII educotion sup­
plemented by courses In drofting and 
structural design; o working 
knowledge of all types of building 
construction, the Notional and 
Provincial Building Codes and other 
regulations; a working knowledge of 
surveying and elementary principles 
and practices of civil engineering; 
experience In building construction, 
surveying, and Instollalion or In­
spection ol municipal services. 
Possession ol or obility to obtoin o 
valid driver's licence issued by the 
Province of British Columbia, is 
oosentiol.
Salary range $1156 • $1373 
inonlb. (1978 Union Scolo). 
Applications, with lull resume, lo be 
in the hands ol the undersigned no 
later lhon4 p.m, February26lh, 1979.
C.S. Logan 
Town Clerk/Treoiurer 




THREE BDRM, Townhouiio lor rent, All 
(atllillos, $250,00, I’hoim 652-5681, 6- 
l.
$35,000. 2 sluroy, 10 years old,
$10,000 below qssflssrnonl price, 
land lo bo lovellod, 2255 Henry Ave., 




Have ,a look at this 
deliglithil home with 4 or 
more bedrooms, Large 
formal dining robm and 
I'mnily room off kitchen, 
Double garage. Road ucce,sN 
to large fenced rear garden • 
and many other features. A 




SOUTH SIDNEY ™ BY OWNER. 
ASKING $54,9M. 5 ynon old. 3 
bedroom, 2 barbs, brick lireploce, 
ellroctivo yard, opplionios. (lortly 
llnisited hasomenl. ret, room, 
wnikshnp, Inimrlry room, crirpoit ond 
sunderk, 6W)-4I69. 7-1
RANCH close to Gtrind roiks, R C 
;W5 otinii. loige ronih house, barn, 
gianorlos, Cqulpmenl Included. 
I'luino 1 12 442 3124, Write Denis 
Murphy Box 1540, Grand Farks. VOH 
IHO, 7-1
TWO ACRES Biinvei Rood, Lake 
Cowlclxin, Vancouver Island Parlly 
cleared, Some lines. Asking $17,500. 
Phono 749 ,’1397, 7-1
North Saoiikh, on ijflJui.llve r> 
♦tnry lull hfn«(v(*nt .9 Mrms home 
close to letreolion centre end 
scheoU, Ideal tot (omily stc 




Thculiinintc in living for 
anyone - but especially 
boatcr-s. A hpacioiis I 
bediuuiii unit by the .sea. 
I.arge covered balcony. 
Frig, and stove included. 




WllllTlCR, B.C, Acrtuige lor sole: 
Many parrels Irom 20 lo 200 rrcres, 
SIOO.CKKI lo I600M Mr, Von 
Norman, Capilnno llighlond* Ltd, 
6B3 3764, 130.157$ West Geoiglo 51.. 
Voncouver, VfiG 3VX _ ^
LivEL’1iulLbrfW“’ldT~”w^^^^ water 
view, easy lo build on- Firm price 
$35,000.00, Phonji^i!^H$4l M 
exetptiOAol 
In Sidney.
A PUBLIC STENO, A TAX CONSULTANT,
AN INSURANCE ADJUSTOR, A COIN OR STAMP DEALER, 
A DESIGNER, A GRAPHIC ARTIST,
OR AN ORGANIZATION WHO COULD USE 
APPROX. 300 SQ. FT. OF OFFICE SPACE 
, IN THE CENTRE OF BRENTWOOD.
OCEAN FRONTAGE
woletlionr piopotiy 
Unique on Ihe Went Coasl. Lxctusiv* 
development posilbihlies lor Con- 
dommium and Mormo. Ilcitniiits o\'i 
parcels • e three niie Island con- 
peeled by p short bridge lo eight 
nrrns on ihe molnloiiil wirh water on 
two sides Boih parcels ere level, dry. 
treed, landscaped and In n sheltered 
Ixiy. Both are lully serviced. Close lo 





LOG BUIIDINO iCMOOL. Learn to
Li.,.ld youJ On.', l,>g hw,,**:- hiSt. Vkliivtl 
by Erl CofOpbell. for further lit- 
lormailon cnntiwt f:d, Compbell 
Cellitn, B.C. Phone 915,5339, 7-1
THE REVIEW HAS SPACE 
TO SHARE AT NOMINAL COST.
'i, . .
FOR FULL DETAILS,













Excavating & Tractor Work
ILONG TIME SIDNEY BUILDER .
Now specializing in' 
finishing carpentry,1 
cabinets and built-ins,j 
rumpus rooms, repairs, | 
additions - no job too.










Hot Water Heating 
















Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 
Patios - Walkways. 
656-3881
New Homes
Renovations, Cabinets ond 
other types of woodwork







“Big or small 
we will Do them all’
u
BACK FILLING ■ LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 


























COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATINGS WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 





....SPECIALIZING IN CHILD 




























H&E STREU LTD. 
DRYWALLING
Boarding, Taping, Spraying, 
Quolity work, Dependable^ 
Service.










25 years experience 
Residential, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 










All types brid( and block work, 
now fireplaces or repair your old 





22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.















Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 

















































716*? West Soonich Rood.








Tuesday 8 Wednesday 
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Thursdoy & Friday 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Quality 
Workmanship 



















THE CENTRAL SAANICH 
MOBILE LOCKSMITH
50 Yearw Ago:
Establishment of a 
dehydration plant at Sidney 
Experimental Station this 
year will provide facilities 
for testing the various 
varieties of tree and soft 
fruits of Vancouver Island, 
according to Dr. E.S. 
Archibald, director of 
Dominion Experimental 
Stations, who visited the 
local station Monday.
The large demand for 
medicinal herbs will also be 
met by the new plant, which 
will provide facilities for 
work along this line. In this 
regard digitalis is belived to 
afford a remunerative field.
After visiting here Dr. 
Archibald left for the 




began this week on the 
Public Works building on 
the southeast corner of 
Second Street and Bazan 
Avenue. Mr. F.A. Thor- 
nley, local contractor, has 
charge of the erection and it 
is planned lo rush the 
structure to completion by 
the end of the month. The 
building will be of frame 
construction similar to the 
Alpine Club office building 
on Fourth Street South, 
which will allow ample 
space for offices and 
warehouse, etc., to take 







under in an en- 
with the YMCA. 
the score reading
In an editorial headed A 
Suggestion To Premier
Tolmie In view of the fact 
that His Majesty King 
George the Fifth has just 
emerged from a life-and- 
death struggle and is now 
slowly regaining his 
strength would it not be a 
fitting deed on behalf of 
British Columbia’s loyal 
citizens to give vent to their 
feelings of joy by the 
Government proclaiming 
1 May 25 a day of 
I celebrations as well as May 
24. The 24th comes on 
Friday and with Saturday a 
holiday also elaborate 
celebrations could be 
prepared in honour of His 
Majesty’s recovery. 
Canadians have watched 
with a good deal of pride 
the plucky fight our 
Monarch has been waging 
against great odds for some 
months and it seems to The 
Review that a celebration in 
honour of the King’s 





Marine Auto ft Sofoty Glass 




9786 Second St. 
656-1313
Follow Canora to Airport 
Induslriol area entronce and then 
follow signs to Gov’t Air Services 
Branch. Wo are right opposite.







Government certified technician 
with 35 yeors expedience in 













FOR YOUR - 
HOME




















The Sidney Pathfinders’ 
basketball team ageiin met 
defeat at the hands of the 
Cardinals on Fridayrin 
Victoria by 16-12. The local 
boys put up an excellent 
exhibition and staged such a 
determined rally in the l^t 
period that changed a tough 
looking score of 14-2 to 16- 
,12." . ■
The same evening the 
Junior Pathfinders were
25 Years ago;
In Ottawa, Major- 
General G.R. Pearkes, 
V.C., member of 
parliament for this district, 
has invited the minister of 
national defense to make a 
statement with regard to 
any plans his department 1 might have concerning 
activities of the Royal 
Canadian Navy in North 
Saanich area. He has asked 
to question to relieve any 
public anxiety on this score.
The situation has not yet 





Bonded.. .  insured









SALES & SERVICE Repairs to Any




OFFICE CLEANERSWlndow6 • Floors 

















1864 John Rd. 
656-2692









2S30 Dcocon Avo,, 
Sidney, B.C.Wood & FibeiglossRopoIr 







NEW, OLD, PAVCHING, WHIIE 
WASHING, IMUATION BRICK.
656-2064
i’ 1 'J il' 'i i ".s'-i;'!
COVE
OUTBOARD
OulhoorNj'j ond Stnoi! fngino^ 
R(j[)ol'i. lo AM Mokofi
2300 Ctinoo Covo Rood 

























PROFESSIONAL ORVCLEAHING A UUNORV SERVICE
MENS AND LADIES ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS DONE ON THE PREMISES
20% OFF ANY DRAPERY CLEANING TILL FEB. 28/79
7120 W. SAANICH RD.
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ONnC-T* d(f Fi.7K.Ml TUliL-
Hit and Run
j':/.j,/tccidenr;,' -v'
Dylis Poole, 8801 
Moresby, told The Review. 
Tuesday that her auto wEfS 
struck by a speeding car on 
Saturday at 5:30 p.m. The 
accident took place on East 
Saanich road close to the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
and the driver who collided 
with her failed to stop at the 
scene.
“Both my ten year old 
son and 1 had our seat belts 
done up,” said Ms. Poole, 
“Otherwise we might have 
been severely injured. In 
any event 1 feel that signs 
should be put up on East 
Saanich road warning 
drivers to slow down.”
Ms. Poole said she had 
slowed down to 15 mph at 
the time of the collision. “I 
saw the other car. It was 
weaving back and forth. I 
knew he was going to hit 
me.”
Sidney RCMP have 
declined comment on the 
accident pending further 
investigation.
10 Yeare Ago:
Three savage black dogs 
ran down a frightened deer ; 
in the Mount Nevytoh 
y alley ^ last Monday 
morning and were tearing it I to pieceis when officers of
Central Saanich ppficev
Department arrived oh the 
scene near Jeffery Road. =
The dogs were literally 
eating the animal alive, said 
a police spokesman.; The 
still living deer was quickly 
put out of its misery and 
the dogs made off across 
country in a northerly 
direction.
Central Saanich animal 
controller Webb who is 
currently campaigning for 
dogs running at large has 
been notified of the in­
cident. Quite likely there 
j could be a savage repeat 
performance, warned a 
police officer.
PACIFfC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
A.IHIDO
.CONS'I’IUJCTION 






Soils - Boat Tops - Tarps - Hatch Covers - Tent 
Trailers - Upholstery • Vinyl,







401 IIAVID STREET 
VICTORIA V8T 214. 
3H3.7I28
Dealer
1 A( TORY CEHTIITEI) MICCIIANIC ON DUTY 
AIvnOMf^ A VoIvc IUpalrN
6S6-I221













A»nHv Ml* A nil H n in In
Rmk, Grov.l - Navy Jotk, Sl*«l
Cutvoili,
6S6-SS55




FACTOUV AUrilORimi UKPAIU SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN , DRIVE - ,JOHNSON ,ANO 
EVINIUJOE OU'I boards. MERCUUISl.It 
STKWNDUIVK,






ft. Rot IS SCI I 
U1A5I MtDon«klP«rkNd
A majority of inislccs 
gave the go-alteatr Monday 
night to a UVic un­
dergraduate study into 
ethnic prejudiee iirnong 
Grade 5 and lOsludcittsbui 
were critical of some
aspects of Ihc study,
The study is a project of 
second-year psychology 
students, under the 
direction of laculty member 
Dr. Rosenblood, ami seeks 
to elicit Students* reactions 
to four different ciltnie 
groTtpings • Chinese, East 
Indian. French and 
Engllsh/Norllt American.
rrustces objected lo lire 
fact that, in material 
submiiied, project 
orgclniscrs appenred to have 
predicted its results (a 
“high" degree of piejudice 
ikivYiuUs Chiuc./- Buci r«a,.t 
Indians) wliilc deliberately 
misleading simlenis as to 
the purpose of the cxcreise 
(.UT Tusiiuetion sheet say.s 
the purpose is to'lest the 
“creative imaginallon” of
students).
The board was told that 
the project had already 
recn approved by Sooke 
School District but Inrned 
down by Vielorin which 
only allow,s post-grudualc 
studies.
Trustee I)r. Gerry 
Kristianson said that the 
statement in the instruction 
slicci was a .straight lie and a 
“very dangerous tiling to 
do with kids, who aren't 
stupid,” He added that he 
thought this approach 
could not enhance the 
university’s reputation.
I rusiee Jack Armstrong, 
who opposed the study 
along with trustee Tangye 
criticised the prctliciion of 
results and said that school 
children were among the 
IciV'.t prejtullct:’d members of 
Ihecomnmniiy.
Replied Rosenblood, 
who vvas present lo field 
cpiestions: “WeTl he able to 
tell you that if we can do the 
But Rosenblood
acknowledged that the false 
tatcmcni picsenicd a 
problem. ,j
Other more general 
reservations voiced by 
trustees included objections 
by some parents to ebiUlren 
being used .as guinea pigs 
and Hie accent that wa.s 
being placed on ethnic 
differences.
Said Tangye, "Why not 
stress the fact that wc are all 
Canadians, rather than 
point out tlie differences?"
•Couldn’t you pick a 
more pleasant topic?” 
Armstrong asked,
Birl Kri,stiunson said that 
the quesilormaire itself was 
not slanitHl and he was 
prepared to back tlie 
project if the questionnaire 
was amended, and students 
in^trueied not to give Their 
names, and the motion then 
passed In this form.
The schools in which the 
Grade 5 sludv will be 
carried out arc l.ocbsidc, 




Volunteer Fire Dcpartmcnl 
was called out, last Wed­
nesday evening to ex­
tinguish a fire that had been 
smouldering for several 
days in the ash pit of an 
open fireplace.
The incident occurred in 
a duplex on Oldfield Road.
The occupant of the 
lower dwelling happened to 
lean against the kitchen wall 
and was shocked to find it 
extremely hot to the touch, 
She thought there was a fire 
burning insidfe the walls and 
called the Tire dcpurltueiU.
The fire department 
found the fire was con­
tained in the ash pit of an 
open fireplace In the 
dwelling above. Firemen 
poured a couple of buckets 
down the fireplace cleanout 
and pul out the Fire,
There liad been no fire in 
the fireplace for at least 
three days so the fire must 
have been smouldering in 
old eiiihers fur ut Icuat llmt 
time.
5 Years ago:
Sidney council oh 
Monday approved two 
petitions under ihc local - 
improvement program — 
but with a hitch, The 
necessary funds probably 
won’t be available for 
nearly a year. The first 
petition included the 
signatures of all property 
owners on Mills Cross Road 
between the Pal Bay High­
way and McDonald Park 
Road, and request in­
sinuation of sewers and 
Rioi m drains at a local cost 
of $20,000.
1 The second requested 
paving and curbs along 
Siddall Road from Henry 
Ave. to Mills -- all It cost of 
$16,000.
In both instances the 
town would have to provide 
25 per cent of the cost, willt 
the adjaccul properly 
owners responsible for the 
difference ns a cliargc 
against property — paid 
over a number of years.
The problem said Mayor 
Dear, was not with The 
Town’s 25 per cent, hut 
with finding financing for 
(he eiitire project.
This would not be 
avail(iblc in this year’s 
budget, he .said, and could 
only be obtained through 
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Sidney Experiencing Major Building Boom
LARGEST APARTMENT complex ever 
built in Sidney is still under construction and
SiMMONS f^AHRESS BOX 
SPRING SALE CONTINUES ONE 
MORE WEEK Deep Sleep - 
Double Mattress ’159.95 
at ISLAND FURNITURE MART
6S6-3724
adjoins Malaview. Many top floor suites have 
sea view. (Review photo).
■A::..'..-
By PAULJEUNE 
The merchants of Sidney 
— and the town which 
sustains them are both 
keeping up with the times.
It doesn’t take much 
snooping to find new 
cconstruction within the 
town boundries nor does it 
take much looking to find 
older buildings under 
renovation.
One building — not so 
old — undergoing the 
change wrought by progress 
is Victoria Airport 
TraveLodge on Beacon 
Avenue.
TraveLodge manager, 
Peter Dentro, says his 
dining facilities will be 
undergoing extensive 
changes starting today. 
Patrons will still be served 
in the banquet room until 
construction is completed.
The new dining style for 
the TraveLodge will centre 
around a family restaurant 
to replace the current coffee 
shop and formal dining 
room. When the facility re 
opens Feb. 21 — with 
extended hours from 7 a.m. 
:to midnight — regular 
guests will notice a new
menu.
“Patrons will be able to 
order breakfast, lunch, 
dinner or snacks anytime of 
the day,” Dentro said.
“Although the menu will 
advertise everything from 
cereals to steaks our 
speciality will be 
homemade, pure-beef, 
hamburgers along with 
specially prepared french 
fries. Everything on the 
menu will cater to and be 
affordable to families,” he 
said.
The new design of the 
restaurant will seat 110 
people.
And carpenters are 
putting the finishing 
touches to 16 suites at Hotel 
Sidney as well as making 
dramatic changes to the 
pub.
Manager at that hotel, 
Denis Paquette, said the 
remodeling of the suites- 
including five waterfront 
units complete with kit 
chens — follows recent 
addi tions to t he hotel.
“We now offer decors 
ranging from modern in the 
new addition to the classic 
elegance of Tudor in the
remodelled rooms, 
Paquette said.
“Kitchen units have been 
designed to accomodate a 
growing number of guests 
wanting self-contained 
suites on a monthly basis 
during the winter months 
although there is an in­
creasing interest for the 
units during peak, season 
times on a daily basis. All 
the remodeled suites have 
also been refurnished.”
Meanwhile, continuing 
renovations to the beer 
parlour are making sub­
stantial changes that will 
include an addition to 
house and food concession. 
Changes already made 
include the installation of 
two standing bars and 
nook-style partitions which 
utilize the warmth of 
fireplace. When finished in 
mid-March the changes will 
allow the hotel to serve hard 
liquor in the facility.
In new construction three 
apartment, buildings and a
townhouse style
development are underway.
A 60-suite apartment 
complex-featuring 
bachelor, one and two 
bedroom units —- on 
Malaview, is the largest 
apartment complex to be 
built in Sidney. Started 
early last August, the L- 
shaped building is expected 
to be completed within 
three or four months.
Nearby, construction 
workers are working to 
complete a 25-suite 
apartment building on 
Third Street and smaller 
six-unit building is being 
built on Second Street. A 
.16-unit, townhouse-style 
complex is also under 
construction at the end of 
Harbour Road.
Commercial retail space 
is also getting a boost in 
Sidney with the recently 
completed Town Square 
shopping mall.










Sanded D Fir 99Sht.
4x8x5/8 
D. T&G Sp. 69 Sht.
Prehung Reject Doors
Various Sizes EACH
Prefinished Door & Jamb




4 only _ . $22^9
at only ea.
PANELLING SPECIALS
4x8x4 mm. Colortone tags
Mah. Reg.’6” SPECIAL *1
4x8x4 mm. Continental tr-Ag 
Rosewood Reg. *6” SPECIAL D
4x8xy4 Cariboo Trail
4 Colors. Reg. >10“ SPECIAL
CABINETMAKERS
SPECIAL
4x8xy4 G2S TEAK V.C.
AxSxy. G2S WALNUT V.C.
Utm GIS CHESTNUT
BUILDERS-LET US QUOTE ON YOUR 
HOUSE LOT FOR DOORS, ENTRANCE 




Ideal for Cutting 
Boards, etc. EACH
PLYWOOD CUniNGS
4x6xl/2 D GRADE 
4x6'Gx3/8 D GRADE
■ j: J''
2x4x.T/4 D GRADE 
15"x33"xl/4 D GRADE 
15"x96"xl/4 D GRADE
m ^ W ■
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THtNVWMIlkPtOPlt
Of the thirty-four 
students selected to 
compete in the all- 
Vancouver Island Debating 
finals in March, 16 are from 
Stelly’s and Parklands 
School, seven junior and 
nine senior.
In the Vancouver Island 
regional debating tour­
nament in Campbell River 
on February 10 Peggy 
Kemp, from Stelly’s won 
the award for the junior 
runner-up with a percentage 
of 75.6 p.
There were eight teams in 
contention in the junior 
division and Stelly’s teams 
ranked second and third.
Out of 32 delegates 
Stellys took seven of the top 
14 places, Stelly’s students 
competing in the junior 
division were: Peggy Kemp,’
Pam Frache, Colleen Cole.
; :: VANCOUVER /:
/ ton vi^e^ qf dr i V ing wi th 
a blood ‘alcohol content of 
more than .08 in Sidney oh 
September 10, Keith 
Thompson, 53, of Van­
couver, was fined $675 in 
provincial court in Victoria 
last week.
Judge Fred Green im­
posed the fine after 
evidence from members of 
the Sidney RCMP detach­
ment that two readings were 
taken both of which 
registered .14.
Crown Counsel Don 
l.aughlen told the court 
Thompson was convicted of 
irnparied driving in Van­
couver in April, 1968 and 
convicted of refusing a 





A letter from the 
Insurance Corporation of 
B.C, which was described at 
a meeting of Sidney Town 
Council on Monday night 
as “convoluted gibberish” 
will be sent to provincial 
Minister of Deregulation 
Sam Bawlf for translation. 
Accompanying the letter 
will be a comment to the 
effect that the ICBC policy 
apparently was a deterrent 
to free cnicrpiisc and 
commercial competition.
rite mailer are/.e because 
of tlte fact that ICBC is the 
only insurance corporation 
which will underwrite a 
liability on municipal 
vehicle fleet,s. Sidney Itas 
had its private agent who. 
along with others in like 
position, has asked ICBC 
for a quotation on liability.
The letter to council was 
in response to this request.
As near ns 19 could be 
deciphered It said that they 
did not supply “costings" 
to agents.
“ICBC has. by this 
action, precluded free 
enterprise on the local 
level,” said „Ald( .Iciiy 
Tregaskis,
flhviously* said Aid, 
l>ei«'r Grant, ICBC, didn’t 
believe in private commerce 
in this field.
Premature heart attacks 
kill 1.3 ,m) Canadians under 
65, each year.
Neil Ridley, Robert 
Johnson, Gerhard 
Brouwer, Deam Fenn and 
Gordon Murphy.
Parkland School won the 
senior top team aw'ard. 
Team members; Cindy Gye, 
Tarsame Cheema, Philip 
Rapatz and Wayne Car­
michael.
Names of Parkland 
students selected to 
compete in the provincial 
finals; Philip Rapatz, 
Tarsame Cheema, Sandra 
Betton, Tim Bussey, Peter 
Tonseth, Wayne Car­
michael, Leah Ripley, 
Cindy Gye, Holly Jacobs.
Tarsame Cheema won 
the top senior affirmative 
award and was third in 
overall comnetition.
Ltd., the 17,000-square- 
foot two-storey shopping 
facility is the first multi­
level mall in Sidney. It is 
also a unique part of what 
Kool says has been a 
successful attempt to 
change his lifestyle.
Formerly the head of a 
prosperous moving 
company, Kool sold the 
business in favour of 
building and selling quality, 
one-of-a-kind, moderately- 
priced houses. When the 
chance came along to 
develop a unique shopping 
centre he jumped at the 
opportunity.
Again, quality has been 
Kool’s Trademark. The 
contemporary design of the 
exterior, with its com­
bination of traditional brick 
and wood, is just a prelude 
the interior of the second 
Poor mall which is set off 
with imported fioor tiles, 
skylights and greenery. 
Other features include 
lavish washrooms and an 
elevator designed par­
ticularly with the han­
dicapped in mind.
On the main fioor, three 
of six shops have been 
leased and include a camera 
store, yachting oriented 
shop and hardware 
business. Of the nine stores 
on the second floor five 
have been leased — all lo 
businesses aimed at the 
female consumer.
“All the stores in the 
building are operating well 
above predicted income 
levels but if we don’t get 
some stores appealing to 
men in the mall, we’re 
going to have to call it the 
ladies floor,” Kool said.
No, it doesn’t take mucl 
snooping to see that Sidnel 
is changing to meet th| 
demand of the times, no| 
does it take more than 
glance to realize the town if 
ready and willing to mee| 
the challenge of the future.
DR. JOHN GREEN 
ANNOUNCES 
THE OPENING OF HIS 
DENTAL PRACTICE 
AT
8730 EAST SAANICH ROAD. 
SIDNEY, B.C. 656-3412
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
y
still only from $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens | 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
|j/ Downtown location
Weekly, monthly &farTiily| 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
IHE MAYFAIR HOTEL





1806 COOK ST. 
383-8515 • : 
One inch almost 
invisible Venetian V 
blind manulactuTed 




i SUNDAY BRUNCH :
FOR RESERVATIONS^
& INFORMATION
2328: HARBOUR ROAD, SIDMEY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays
WEST SAANICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office




a. vv n 1 uc J 1 1
ROASTING Proven
CHICKEN Large Utility LB. 98*1
WELCH'S 40 oz. Bottle $ 1 ISi
GRAPE JUICE 1 1
CROSS RIB
1 ROAST grade "A” beef
$1 
LB. J
i 5*)] ^OAK 8 oz. Pkg. 4% e 004i
1 [MEAT PIES Z./ 0© 1




1“ BRENTWOOD FROZEN it jjCd







Strawberry or Rhubarb 1.1 if
APPLE PIES 24 oz each 30 j
GAINERS RoRular













FULLY COOKED Centre Slices
HAM STEAK $189JmLB.
SOUP TIME
OLYMPIC Sliced 16 oz. Pkg. S '! 19
CHICKEN LOAF each i
KING SIZE
TIDE 6 tiUe Box
KRAFT PARKAY
MARGARINE 3 lb. Pkg.
PUREX 4 Roll Pke.
TOILET TISSUE 99
INSTANT NESTLE-SQUIK







FRESH No. 1 Imported
CUCUMBERS
